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l. Transport in the EEC
Lambert SCHAUS,

Member of the Commisslon

In its Resolution of 3I March 1960, passed on the occasion of the debate onthe speed-up of the lmplementation of the Treaty, tt 
" 

B""op*; p;i;;
requested " the commisslon of the EEC, the council of I\iinisters and theGovernments to speed up the srmultaneous and harmonized imprementatron
of measures for . . . a common pollcy in the field of transport ,,. In the
" Declaration of intention concerning internal acceleration ,, rssued on12 May 1960 the council of Ministers, acting in fufl agreement with thecommission' confirmed its " intention to pursue in the fierd . . . of transporta policy in step with developments in the other sectors of the commonMarket t'.

It goes without saying that the implementation of the provisions of theTreaty must proceed harmoniousry, iince the authors of tire Treaty soughtto establish a farr equilibrium rn the measures adopted concerning thevarious economlc branches. If the general objectives of the Treaty areto be more speedily rearized, then the common transport poricy must arsobe adapted to thls pace.

Nevertheless, the real implications of the transport provislons in the Treatyof Rome must be remembered. At the time of the signature of the Treaty,the High contracting parties found that the special f,rovlsions of ritle IV(Part Two) were incomplete and that negotiatlons had to go on for theeventual drawing up of a common transport poricy; trrrs is the meanrnsof Article 74 of. the Treaty. These negotiations will be carried out on thecommunity lever and Articre 75 rays down the pertrnent procedure. Thecommisslon submits proposals; the Economlc and soclal commlttee aswell as the European parliament are consulted; the council of Mlnisters,
acting by means of a unanimous vote until the end of the second stap,e andsubsequently by means of a qualified majority, Iays down common rures,conditions and provisions.

In the last analysis, therefore, the adoption of a common transport poricy
depends on the will of the Governm"rt". The commission has right ofinitiative and must make proposals whlch must be at the same tlme reallsticand bold, taktng into account the generar interests of the community.
The Economlc and sociar committee will voice the views of the industry
concerned, and the European parliament, which has already submitted
excellent reports on transport, will give its very valuable opinlon and willat the same time express rts determination to succeed poltti""ily. Theworkinp, out of the common transport poncy wil be a tengtty, raborrous
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and difficult task. It is necessary, however, to sketch the main outlines

of this policy as soon as possible. The Commission will shortly submit
the firsf paper on the common transport policy which will serve as a workin$
basis and will be submitted for dlscussion to agencies of the Community

and both sides of the lndustry concerned.

*

However, in order to speed up the implementation of the Treaty provisions

on transport, it is necessary in thi first place to carry out the obllgations

laid down ln a number of Artlcles.

The first of these ln order of tlme was the obli$atlon to draw up a regulation

to ensure the implementation of Article 79 (l) of the Treaty, that is to say

ln the fteld of transport to abollsh within the community any dlscrlmination
consistinp of the application by a carrler ln respect of the same $oods,

conveyed ln the same circumstances' of transport rates and condltlons

which differ onthe $roundofthe country of ort$in or destinatlon of the goods

carried. This Re$ulation was unanimously adopted by the council at its
session of 27 June last. The Re$ulation enables the Commission to reveal

the types of discriminations referred to and provides it with the means

of abolistrin$ them. within certain llmits and for the purpose of the

abolition of discrlmination, the Regulatlon vests in the Commisslon a dlrect
power of supervision and enables it to apply sanctions under the control

of the Court of Justlce.

When the Commission submltted its proposal for thls Re$ulation, it raised

the question of the publlcation of transport rates and conditions. This'
it wiil be remembered, is one of the most controversial transport policy

issues for the six Member states. on a modified proposal by the com-
mission, the councll has unanimously adopted a subtle but si$nificant
solution. A solution to the question of publicatlon must be sou$ht withln
the common transport policy; if no such solutlon has been found -
unanlmously - on thls basis by 1 July 1963, decisions concernin$ the

nature, the form and the scope of such publication, as well as any other

suitable steps, shall be taken within the limits and condltions of Article 79

(1) and (3), due account bein$ taken of the fact that such decisions or steps

must ln all clrcumstances flt in with the common transport policy' The

Regulation therefore lays down that from the date $iven, and ln the

"orrditirrr" 
stipulated, a decision on publlcation can be taken by a quallfied

majority.

Clearly, however, the other problems of transport policy must be solved

slmulianeously. The applicatlon of Article 80 (rates lnvolvinp, an element

of support or protection( and 75 (l a and b) (rules applicable to lnternatlonal



transport and conditions for the admission of non-resldent carriers in the
national transport services within a Member State) will make it posslble
to lay down certain general principles of the common policy. Broadty
speaking, the obstacles ln the way of the good functioning of the common
Market must be removed and transport must be progresslvely liberaltzed.

The importance of the standstill agreement in the fietd of transport, whlch
ls valid until the common policy has been established, cannot be over-
estimated. since the entry into force of the Treaty, by virtue of Artlcle 76,
no Member state any long,er has the righl ., to make less favourable intheir direct or indirect effect, for carriers of other Member States by
comparison with its own national carrlers, the various provisions governing
this subject on I January 19b8',.' In addition to the clear obligations
laid down in Article 76, the Member States must, under Arttd; 5 (2),
" abstain from any measures likely to jeopardi ze t]ne attalnment of the
objectlves of this Treaty ". If this principle is applied in the field of
transport, it is logical to request the Member states to consult one another
and the commission whenever they propose to take measures on the natlonal
level which could impair the common policy.

The provisions in Title IV of the Treaty and ln particular those of Article 75
make it possible to determine all the rules required for a common transport
pollcy.

The Commission has carried out initlal studies whlch have enabled it to
draw up the first complete plan for the common poltcy. Dlscussions
concerning this plan will give the commission the necessary background
information for lt to submit its proposals ln accordance wlth the l"op""procedure.

The commlssion believes that the common policy should extend to the
infrastructure of transport. It is of the opinion that the existence of a
network of main lines of communication, planned from the European point
of vlew, is one of the principal means for the economic development oi tne
community. on 23 June last, the commission addressed to the Member
states ,, Recommendations for the development of transport lnfrastructure
within the community ". This first overall plan dealing with the major
rall, road and lnland \traterway communications essential to the development
of the common Market, will be complemented by a programme for the
improvement of regional transport infrastructure, especially taking into
account the needs of the Community's less developed areas.



The common transport policy cannot be brou$ht into bein$ unless the

Member States have the determination to succeed polittcally. Great

difficulties are bound to be encountered. Nevertheless, the technical
obstacles with whlch the experts are deallng must not be overestimated'
but an attempt should be made to overcome them ln a spirlt of mutual
understandlng and compromise. It is the duty of the polltical authorities
to ensure that solutions are sou$ht on the Community level and in a

European spirit. Since the Treaty provides for continuous negotiations
on the matter of transport in the framework of the Communlty, it ls clear

that political responslbility is involved.

Thls common transport policy is necessary if the success of the Common

Market ls to be assured. It will take due account "of the economlc

situation of carrlers " (Article 78) and will endeavour to raise the standard

of ltving and the level of employment ln the Member States'

Within the general economic policy of the Communlty it will be the objective

of the common transport pollcy to serve the common $ood of this Europe

of ours which, in the last resort, cannot differ from the common $ood of

each of the Member States.

Brussels, 11 July 1960.
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l!. Activities of the Community

SPEEDIER IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TREATY

1. When the Commission submitted to the Council its recommendations for the
speedier attainment of the objectives of the Treaty of Rome, it stressed that it
was the purpose of the Treaty to create an economic union and not only a customs
union and that consequently acceleration of the elements which made up the
customs union must not be allowed to upset the general structural balance of
the Treaty. The commission has always held thal an attempt must be made
to quicken the pace at which all the other elements, that is to say, the common
policies provided for by the Treaty, are brought into operation. In its recommend-
ations to the Council, the Commission submitted concrete proposals and suggestions
for the speedier application of certain parts of the Treaty which are of particular
importance. As a result of debates in the European Parliament and the decision
taken by the Council on t2 NIay 1960, the Commission outlined a more 6etailed
action programme for all the fields in rvhich it was competent; the essential points
of this programme were made in the European parliament by thc president of
the commission when, on 28 June 1g60, he opened the general debate on the Third
General Report drawn up by the Commission.

The statement on this subject made by President Hallstein contains the following
eight points :

" a) rn the field of commercial policy we consider it necessary to press forward
the preparatory work, begun long ago, for drarving up the methods of a common
commercial policy. In detail, this means :

These efforts must be intensified and systematic so that the first steps of a common
commercial policy may be taken within the foreseeable future.

In addition, the elaboration of certain general principles of commercial policy
which are to serve the l\[ember States as a guide for day-to-day practice wili have
to be speeded up' A commercial programme of action ]imited to tfte first phase
of thc transition period, i.e. to the end of tg6t, will have to be drawn up, thus .nobling
us to gain more experience and to profit by it.
We also consider it necessary to improve the co-ordination of comrnercial
negotiations amongst l\Iember States. Such consultations, which have already
occurred in the past, should now take place systematically in certain cases, following
a procedure ensuring the highest degree of efficacy. Moreover, one might considei
including in bilateral trade agreements an EEC clause, modelled on the Benelux
clause, which would facilitate the synchronization of the periods of validity of
all bilateral agreements and thereby ease their incorporatio, i, th" common com-
mercial policy.



As a consequence of the Council's decision of 12 I\tay, under which quantitative

restrictions are to be abolished as soon as possible, the question of bringing the

liberalization measures of the l\fember States into line has receded somervhat into

the background. But as long as the problem of industrial imports from countries

rvith extriaordinarily low production costs has not been solved, and so long, therefore,

as the liberalization within oEEC cannot be extended to the GATT Partners without

further ado, there remains a task rvhich calls for early solution.

Iiinally, the Commission considers it necessary in certain instances to begin the

first negotiations for commercial agreements at community level on the lines

of Article 113 of the Treaty. 'Ihere is the danger that uneless something is done

in this direction, ,on-*"*b"r states will <lerive from the separate action of the

Member States undesirable advantages and that the free movement of goods rvithin

the Community maY be imPaired'

In making this proposal, wc rlo not intend to set in motion the procedure laid down

in Article 113 for the encl of the transition period, but we do believe that the time

has come for a clearer demonstration of the commercial unity of the six. The

forms of this co-operation could be adapted to changing circumstances.

b) The speedier implementation of the customs union affects the commission's

g"r.,.rul economic and financi"l responsibilities mainly because, as the obstacles

io the movement of goods and capital are reduced, the possibility increases that

economic measures taken by any one Member State can have direct or indirect

repercussions on the economy of the other nlember States'

Therefore, all Member States should even more than hitherto, bear in mind the

objectives of our Treaty when taking decisions on economic policy. The Treaty

says that the economic and finance policies of the Member States are to be co-

oriinated, the Council of Ministers having the general duty of ensuring that the

economic policies of the Member States are harmonized. We have the first elements

of a special set of co-ordination media: I refer to the Monetary committee and the

committee on economic trends; the regular meetings of the i[inisters of Finance

can also acquire considerable importance in this context'

It is particularly in thc field of policy relating to economic trends that these media

rvill have to prove their effectiveness. It will be neccssary for the co-ordinated

policy of the Member States, with the collaboration of the commission, to givc

greater attention to regional policy than has been the case up to date, for there

Ian be no doubt that the acieleration will bring out regional differences earlier

and more sharply. Apart from future activity in this field, the commission has

already, in.the siructuial programme of its proposals on agricultural policy, taken

a first and, it believes, a sigrrificant initiative in this field. As early as last year,

the Commission paid great attention to the questions which have arisen in the

ficld of energy ".ono*y. 
It has rvorked with the High Authority of the coal and

Steel community and the commission of the Atomic Energy community in thet0



ittter-Executives Committee. Co-ordination of energy policies is of increasing
importance. To the many reasons militating in its favour, and which were alread|
present rvhen there rvas relative scarcity on European energy markets, must now
be added the problems caused by price reductions and difficulties attending
competition. fhe attitudes which the individual governments are adopting in
face of growing pithead stocks and increasing unemployment in the coai-miiing
areas or the fall in fuel oil prices - considerable in some countries - are far from
harmonized' These diffcring concepts do not contribute to maintaining the common

"nt 
tgy market rvhere it is already'a reality or to furthering its introduction where

it does not yet exist. Should the views of the governments become even more
divergent in future, the free movement of sources of cnergy, and possibly also
movement of a rvhole series of products in whose manufacture energy is an important
cost factor, might be imperilled. The question of harmonization of energy policies
is therefore serious. Alongside the inter-Executives Committee, working parties
have been formed irr which officials of the Member States and of the trvo other
Communities collaborate.

c) As is knorvn, the acceleratiort dccision taken on 12 May provides for more rapid
abolition of customs duties and quotas in the internal market. The result is that
the so-called four freedoms in the Treaty - free movement of capital, free supply
of services and freedom of establishrnent and work - must be fiverr effect mtrl
rapidly. Great possibilities of progress are already opened up for capital movement
by existing proposals of the Commission, and the Commission will, if lecessary,
add to these proposals. Before the beginning of the summer vacation, it witt
submit to the Council of Ministers a programme for the abolition of obstacles to
the free rnovement of services. Again, the programme for the elimination of
obstacles to the right of establishment has been before the Council since the end
of last March and the Commission hopes that the Council rvill treat it as a matter
of priority. Finally, the Commission's proposals for the introduction of the free
movement of labour is ready and rvill be transmitted to the Council in the next
few days.

.r\s you l<norv, the various national monopolies are a special obstacle to the creatiol
of a free internal market. \\'e are of the opinion that the method which promiscs
the greatest sttccess is that each i\fember State should examine each individual
casc rvith thc Commission. This e-xamination should lead to a precise prograntme
for the abolition of all discrimination rvhich these monopolies have so far entailecl
for nationals of the Nlember States. This includes in particular the great tobacco
monopolies concerning rvhich the Commission some while ago colnmllicated to
the i\{ember States its viervs on the procedure for this adjustment.

d) In the field of competition policy, we must start from the fact that the establisfi-
nlent of the internal market is still being hampered by various differences in the
legal systems of the Member States and by the variety of taxation systems. The
Comn.rission rvill therefore submit to thc Council before the end of 1961 a detailed tt
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programme for the approximation of the relevant laws. The Commission envisages

inctuaing in its programme a time-table for the smoothing out of such awkward

legal differences by the end of the transition period.

As far as taxation is concerned, the Commission has already submitted proposals

on turnover equalization tax and tax rebates on turnover tax which have been

given final consideration by the Council; these are intended to prevent any really

unjustified modification of these taxes or rebates which would have an upsetting

effect on the common market. In 1961, the Commission will place before the Council

a general programme for the harmonization of taxation, rvith the emphasis on

the harmonization of turnover tax and excise duties. The measures necessary

with regard to other types of tax are also under consideration'

Finally, the Commission will further take up without delay the problem of practices

distorting competition, whether these are introduced by trade and industry or

are state measures in the form of subsidies. In the field of cartel and competitiorl

policy, the Commission will submit, before I October, a regulation for the application

of the Treaty rules on competition. The purpose of this regulation rvill be to make

possible the abolition of the procedural difficulties which have so far emerged.

in the difficult and also politically sensitive field of the law on state subsidies,

the Commission is especially dependent on the co-operation of the administrative

arrthorities in the i\fember States. It must therefore once again ask the governments

for their special support.

e) The Commission's work in the field of social policy also needs to be reconsidered

in the light of acceleration. The rules for the Social Fund which have now been

agreed to by the Council of Ministers provide the Commission with an important

instrument for the solution of any problems of social policy which may arise from

acceleration. These rules in fact provide expressly that the field of application

of the Fund can be extended by decision of the Council on a proposal of the Com-

mission. The Commission will make use of this provision whenever the necessity

arises.

The expansion of the economy which is to be expected in the Community calls for

the maximum rtse of its potential labour force. For this, however, a more dynamic

policy. by the Member States in the matter of occupational training is necessary.

The Commission will, therefore, shortly submit to the Council the proposals provided

for in the Treaty for the implementation of the common policy on occupational

training; these proposals aim at a Community programme and it is intended that
they shall be supplemented later. Consideration is being given to special measures

with priority for certain areas or branches of the economy. These proposals will
take special account of the general development of the employment situation and

the social difficulties which may arise as a result of the speed-up in the pace of the

Treaty. We further intend shortly to submit recommendations for a common

programme for the exchange of young workers.t2
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I ) As regards agricultural policy, the council decision of. 12 May taken on the
initiative of the Commission itself requires it to transmit to the Council of Ministers
by 30 June its definitive proposals for the common policy. I am happy to report
to this Assembly that the commission is engaged in finalizing its pioposals and
that they will be laid before the council of l\[inisters in the next few days. The
suggestions brought to our notice in debates and opinions of the Economic and
Social Committee and in the thorough discussions wilhin the European par]iament
have been most carefully considered by the commission and put to use in many
amendments which we hope are improvements. This means that the Commission
has discharged its first duty in this field and it is now for the I\lember States to
consider these proposals. However much we realize that, in this field as in others,
we cannot please everybody, we nevertheless hope that our proposals will form a
useful basis for a solution.

I do not think I am exaggerating if I say that the common agricultural policy
is the most difficult problem which our community has to face. If we look behind
the formal facade of its agricultural section, we see that, at bottom, the Treaty
has put off the solution - put it off to the process in the midst of which we now
find ourselves.

Where does the difficulty lie? You all know the initial situation which is determined
by two facts.

First, there is the circumstance that agriculture is many decades behind the
industrial side of the economy. For a long time it was possible to make do with
this state of affairs. However, in a period when economic development has
gathered such momentum and is leading to such a deep transformation of our whole
order of life as is the case today, it is not possible for agriculture - in its own best
interest I would like to add - to do otherwise than cacth up with the rest of the
economy.

The second circumstance is the limitation of European agriculture to the national
territories which has prevailed hitherto. The traditional confinement within the
national frontiers has various causes. Historically it is a part of the development
of nation states; it has economic, political and geographiial causes, and strategic
reasons have also played a great role; however, this confinement is no longer justified
today, nor is it any longer possible.

The founding of the Common Market coincides with the natural termination of
these two traditional conditions which only yesterday were characteristic of
European agriculture. The common Market is not the cause of the difficulty
which confronts us. It is not the case that without the Common Market agriculture
would have continued to get along by the old methods. All the questions today
facing agriculture in the Community would have arisen even if the Common Market
had not come into existence. But they would have then arisen without the
supplementary possibilities of solution which a generous and forward-looking t3



Community concept offers. The Common Market is a new beginning and the

opportunities it offers are also open to agriculture.

Finally, as concerns the methods, the style, of the common agricultural policy

to be devised, it is superfluous to say that little help is to be expected in determining

this from the antithesis between " a dirigist and a free-market-economy agricultural

policy ". The problems of agriculture can only be solved by methods which depart

irom such simplifying slogans. It is certainly not by chance that all the industrial

countries of the world tackle agricultural problems by special methods and measures'

On one point, however, we wish to exclude all doubt : the future European

agricultuial system will, even if it works by state intervention, be a liberal order

in which free men who are masters of their own decisions will engage in economic

activity and whom state and Community will aid rather than order about. Of

all the criteria defining our European agricultural policy, this is the most important

in a period of history overshadowed by the tragic fate of liberty. Wherever it
is being played out this tragedy is, however, first and foremost the tragedy of the

farming community. What has happened in recent months in the Soviet-occupied

part of Germany is the latest shocking example of this'

g) Finally, the effects of acceleration on transport policy must be mentioned.

Here there are three main groups of tasks which are affected by acceleration.

First the abolition of discrimination in transport. The Commission recently

transmitted its proposals on this point to the Council. At present its proposal

for the elimination of all protective and support tariffs is being prepared with all

speed.

The second task is the creation of a Community transport network. The more

rapidly this building of the Common Market goes forward, the more urgently

and the earlier does the necessity arise of fitting infrastructure to the dimensions

of this new economic ar'ea. For this reason, the Commission has worked out

proposals for uniting the six still existing separate transport networks into one

.o'r"ring the six Community countries. In this it has been guided by the thought

that the necessity to create such a Community network applies to each of the

three modes of transPort'

This task already covers part of the third great group of questions: the working

out of a common transport policy. In this field the opinions of the governments

- unforturlately this must be admitted - are for the time being still far apart.

For this rcason the Commission is thinking of organizing a general discussion of

this problem perhaps on the lines of the Stresa Agricultural Colrference. The

principles on which, in the opinion of the Commission, this Community transport

policy should be based, will be formulated so rapidly that such a general discussion

could be held next year.

ll) The most acute problem in relation to the countries and territories associated

l4 with the Community arises from the fact that many of these territories have become
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independent states or will achieve independence in the foreseeable future. Our
Treaty contains no provisions for such an eventuality. on the other hand, it
is clear that it is not possible to wait until the expiry on 3L December lg62 of the
protocol on association which at present supplements the Treaty in order to solve
the problem of the new relationship of the territories in question with the Com-
munity. A pragmatic solution offers itserf which is legauy defensible. It is
only three days since 1\I. I\Ietzger drew the attention of this Horr. to articles in
the press to the effect that the attainment of independence should not be considered
as terminating the association but that the continuation of the old relationship
should be accepted on the basis of the former situation if and as 1ong as the
oarticipants are prepared to continue it. This solution, the political andlractical
fitness of which hardly needs to be explained, raises some organizational questions
which must be solved by common sense. A newly independent terriiory has
the choice either of continuing to be represented by the ftrmer motherland or
of taking up direct relations with the community - without the necessity of
institutional changes which rvould require an alteration of the Treaty of Rome.
Maintenance of the association relationship of course includes the ielationship
to the Development Fund. "

EXTERNAL RELATIONS

Intra-European trade problems

2. The committee on Trade Problems, which consists of the twenty member
and associated states of the OEEC and the Commission of the European Economic
community, met in Paris under the chairmanship of M. Luns, the Netherlands
Minister of Foreign Affairs, on 9 and 10 June.

The Committee took note of the preparatory work done by the secretariat in respect
of European customs duties. It further noted that the Member States of the
EEC and of the EFTA were prepared to enter into negotiations about cases of
special difficulty, as indicated in the declaration of intention issued on 12 May 1960
by the council of Ministers of the EEC and in the communiqu6 published after
the Lisbon meeting of 19 and 20 May 1960 by the Ministers of ihe Member States
of the EFTA.

Having been informcd of a draft decision drawn up the day before by the Special
Committee instructed to study problems of European economic association under
the chairmanship of I\{. Rey, a Member of the commission, it took the following
decisions :

" considering the Declaration of Intention on External Relations adopted on

!2 \ray 1960 by the representatives of Member governments of the European
Economic Community, ^ 

15
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Consid.ering that the Community has declared its readiness, on the basis of the

decisions taken at Brussels on 12 NIay 1960 and in accordance with the above

Declaration of Intention, to hold. negotiations with alt I\[ember countries or groups

of Member countries of the committee on Trade Problems and, in particular,

with the Nlember countries of the European Free Trade Association,

Consid.ering that the European Economic Community has also declared that the

proposed. nlegotiations withthe countries of the European Free Trade Association,

in particuhrlshould preferably be directed toward the maintenance of the traditional

trade between the two groups, in accordance with the rules of the GATT, and,

if possible, toward the increase of such trade.

consid.ering that the chairman of the council of Nlinisters of the European Free

Trade Association made known on 24 Nlay 1960 that the Governments of the

EFTA countries were prepared to enter into negotiations, which should be conducted

in a constructive spiril within the framework of the committee on Trade Problems

in order to solve the trade problems presented by the existence of the two groups,

consid.ering that is in the common interest that full consideration should be given,

during the"course of these negotiations, to the interests of the other member countries

of the Committee on Trale Problems within the terms of the resolution of

14 January 1960.

The Committee on Trade Problems

DECIDES

a) to examine the ways in which reciprocal tariff concessions could be achieved

in accordance with thl above-mentioned decision and declaration as well as the

resolution of 14 JanuarY 1960;

b) to analyse the data collected by the Secretary of the committee on Trade

problems, ind any firrther data requested and submitted, with a view to :

DefiningthoseproductsofthevariousNfembercountriesinrespectof
which particular trade difficulties might arise

and

Seeking appropriate solutions in accordance with the rules of the GATT and

having-fgll-relard for the interests of the countries in process of economic

development. laking into consideration these results and those under para-

graph l, joint efforti will be made during the multilateral tariff conference

which will shortly take place within the GATT in order to give it the

greatest possible eifect, to reduce the above-mentioned potential difficulties

and to expand trade generallY;

c) in order to achieve further progress, to continue to rvatch the developrnent of

currents of trade and to endeavour to find appropriate ways and means for the
r6



removal, in accordance with the rules of the GATT, of particular difficulties which
might be encountered;

d) to establish a study group, open to an the participants in the work of the
committee on Trade Problems, to dear with the problemsieferred to in paragraphs I
to 3 above. This group shall meet at its convenience in Geneva or piris. Ii will
organise its work having in mind negotiations rvithin the framework of the Tariff
conference which is to be held in Geneva as from I September 1960. It shall
be free to refer specific problems or groups of problems to ad hoc sub-groups. It
shall submit progress reports to the Committee on Trade Problems, the 

-first 
report

to be submitted in time for the committee to consider it at its next meeting;
e) to continue its discussions of the long term aspects of the trade relations between
the European Economic community and the Errop"an Free Trade Association
with full regard to the commercial interests of third countries and the principles
and obligations of the GATT ".

Assoclation of Greece and Turkey with the Community

3. The negotiations for the association of Greece with the Community continued
satisfactorily during May and June.

At the Council sessions in June and July 1960 the state of the negotiations was
discussed with the Commission.

At the session on 19 and 20 July, the council once again stressed the importance
it attaches to the conclusion of an agreement with Greece. It requested the com-
mission to continue the negotiations on the lines indicated in the discussions held
at the.Council.

4. For technical reasons the new Turkish Government requested that the negotia-
tions planned for June should be postponed to a later d-ate. At the .u*" ti*"
the Turkish Government emphasized its continued interest in an association
between Turkey and the Community.

Association of the Netherlands Antilles with the community

5 . The special group set up by the Council at its session of 10 and 7I May, consisting
of delegations from the Governments and from the commission, met on 14, li
and 16 June and on lt and 12 July to examine the two ..memoranda ,, from the
Kingdom of the Netherlands and the technical study, prepared by the commissions,s
staff, on the subject of associating the Netherlands Aniiltes wiitr ttre Community.

The special group will meet as, in in the second fortnight of September to receive
a report being prepared by its sub-groups and dealing in particular with the legal
problems involved. t7
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The Community and countries in the course of development

6. On 5,6 and 7 July the commission attended in Bonn the second meeting of

the group which has ieen instructed by the conference of Twenty-one to study

tte "proulems of aid to underdeveloped areas (Development Assistance Group)'

In addition to the nine countries which were present at the first meeting in I\farch (1)

the Netherlands took part in the Bonn meeting'

The Group met under the chairmanship of the head of the German delegation'

The delegation from the commission was led by I\[. Franco Bobba, Director General

of Economic and !'inancial Affairs'

7. At the councils'session on 19 and 20 July, the Ministers of Foreign Affairs

examined the third interim report submitted by the ad hoc committee studying

the problems of aid to countiies in the course of development. The 1\Iinisters

expressed approval to the committee's suggestion of the establishment of a standing

g.oup to co-ordinate policy on credit guarantees, financial guarantees and other

I.edits in Member Staies. This group. which will consists of senior officials with

responsibility in their own administiations for the problems referred to above,

will start work as early as possible and will act in close collaboration with the

representatives of the Commission.

The CommunitY and GATT

8. Tire commission took part in the sixteenth session of the contracting Parties

to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, held in Geneva from 16 i\Iay to

4 June (2).

As at the previous session, the representative of the commission furnished informa-

tion on the activity of the Institutions of the Community and on the decisions

taken in various fields since the beginning of the year. He recalled the steps

taken by business circles to adapt themselves to the requirements of a wider market,

and the action taken in many fie1ds of trade and industry upon which the Community

has already made its mark. In conluding his expos6 the representative of the

commission gave a commentary upon the council's decision to speed up the

implementation of the Treaty of Rome.

The contracting Parties in general welcomed the community's actioir in providing

information on its activities and they took note with satisfaction of the renewed

assurances given by the comrnission concerning the community's objectives in

the field of commercial policy. Many delegations referred to the dynamism shown

by the Six and the remarkabl. progt"t. they had made on the rvay to integration.

(1) See Bulletin 3-60, Chapter IlI, Sec. 4'

(2) See Bulletin 4-60, Chapter lI, Sec. $.t8
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Nevertheless, certain of the Contracting Parties reiterated their apprehensions
about the future common agricultural policy arid the effects on trade ln a number
of products that would be exercised by the dutiei in the common tariff.

9. -[wo agreements on regional groupings, namely the Stockholm convention
establishing the European Free Trade Association and the Treaty of Montevideo
establishing a Free Trade Area in Latin America, were the suLject of debates
in plenary session and were later studied in working parties on which the Commission
of the 

-EEC' 
was represented. The - Community ieaffirmed the friendly interest

with which it follows the various efforts at reglonal integration and stressed the
' need for the Contracting Parties to give clear expression to their attitude vis-)-vis
programmes of regional integration. It was not possible in the course of this
session to complete the study of the international instruments referred to above.
The contracting Parties decided to pursue this work at a later date.

10. The programme for the expansion of international trade, drawn up in lg5g,
has made progress thanks to the worr< of three committees, each charged with a
clearly defined mission. Comruittee.I, which deals with tariffs, had at th-e previous
session defined the arrangemetrts necessary for the tariff conference which will
open in Geneva.on l september lg60 (i). since the contracting parties were
of the opinion that this Committee has fulfilled its mission, they entrusted all
the problems relating to this conference to the Tariff Negotiations Committee
established under the rules of procedure for the negotiations. This Committee
is composed of all the countries taking part in the negotiations, plus the EEC
commission. At the previous plenary session it had L."r, 

"gr."d 
that during

the Sixteenth Session the Contracting Parties would be alloied to offer their
comments on the general incidence of the community's common tariff and. on
the extent to which this incidence corresponds to that of the four customs tariffs
previously in force. The contracting parties have decided to put off this
comparison and to settle later which organization should make this analysis and
what methods be used. This met the proposals of the Commission, which believes
that a study of the incidence of the common tariff could not be undertaken until
after the re-negotiation, in accordance with Article xxIV (6) of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and rrade, of the tariff headings previorilsy bound. in the
national tariffs.

committee /r which deals with agricultural problems, has consulted all the
Contracting Parties on the subject of their agricultural policies. Although these
consultations have not yet ended, the contracting paities decided duiing the
session to instruct the committee to begin a new phase of its work immediitely,
this new phase to consist of an analysis of the effects of agricultural protectionism
on a number of products of importance to international trade. The Committee

(l) See Bulletin 4-60, Chapter II, Sec. ll. t9
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will furthermore set up a small working party to study the possibility of assessing

agricultural protection.

The Contracting Parties have also been informed of a new interim report prepared

by Comruitttt 7tt whose task it is to find suitable means to ensure increased

,Jturr,, for exports from the underdeveloped countries. This report takes into

account the very full studies prepared by the committee on Trade concerning

lt products previously selected for their outstanding importance to the under-

deviloped countries. The presentation of the main obstacles to the expansion

of trade in these pioducts has enabled the industrialized countries to see the situation

more clearly. Some of them have already taken steps to open their markets more

fully. The committee has been instructed to continue its work.

j.t. The problem of markets being upset'as a result of the export activities of low-

*"g" 
"or*tries 

was considered. once more. As a result of the discussions at the

Fifieenth Session, the Executive Secretary of GATT had been instructed to submit

a detailed report on the protective measures taken by certain governments in order

to prevent large scale imports of manufactured goods from such countries. During

the examination of this report, the Contracting Parties agreed in general that

an effort would have to be made to find solutions acceptable both to the importing

and to the exporting countries and that such solutions would have to be sought

within the multilateral contacts which the GATT allows. They decided to set

up a working party for the purpose of studying the problems outlined in this report

and suggestirg, "i the Seventeenth Session, solutions likely to be accepted on a

multilaieral basis. The working party, which will meet in September, contains

amongst others four l[ember States of the Community and the Commission'

72. On the proposal of a special working party instructed to examine the working

methods and the structure of the organization of the Contracting Parties, it was

decided to set up a council composed of countries prepared to accept the

responsabilities involved in membership of the council and to participate effectively

in its work. The main purpose of this council, which will meet for about one week

every other month (except during plenary sessions) or at any time at ten days'

notice, is to enable the Contracting Parties to give urgent matters the immediate

attention which they require. The council will provisionally consist of twenty-nine

contracting Parties, including the Member States of the EEC and EFTA. The

European commission will participate in the work of the council.

The Commission welcomes the decision taken by the Contracting Parties, as it is

convinced that the establishment of this new body will enable the Contracting

Parties to maintain continuity in their work and to discharge efficiently the in-

creasingly important responsabilities which they have to bear in the field of world

trade.20
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Liberalization vis-A-vis the dollar area

13. The Government of the Italian Republic informed the commission, in
accordance with Article 111 (5) of the Treaty of Rome, that it had, with effect
from 1 June 1960, introduced further import liberalization measures vis-d-vis
countries in the dollar area.

The new Italian measures extend to 1,179 tariff headings (incl. 6g of an agricultural
nature) and considerably reduce the discrimination b"i*"", oEEC and dollar
Iiberalization.

The Government of the French Republic informed the commission under
Article 111 (5) of the Treaty of Rome, tnut it had, with effect from 26 June rg60,
taken new import liberalization measures vis-d.-vis countries of the OEEC and
the dollar area.

The following are the main products affected:

- various chemical products

- printed silks

- crystal ware

- cast-iron couplings

- pumps and compressors.

The Government of the Federar Repubric of Germany informed the commission,
in accordance with Article 111 (5) of the Treaty of Rome, of further measures of
Iiberalization to take effect from I Jury 1g60. In the main these affect items
already liberalized in trade with OEEC countries, and for which ]iberalization is
now extended to all non-member countries (except those of the Eastern bloc).

The items liberalized are:

- various seeds

- various chemicals

- synthetic rubber.

As a result of these measures thc incidence of liberalization in the Member States
vis-i.-vis the OEEC and the dollar area is as follows :

Federal Republic of Germany
Benelux
France
Italy

- Diesel engines

- vacuum cleaners

- machine tools

- various scientific equipment

- crude aluminium

- buttons

OEEC

925%
e7.0%
92.2%
98.4%

Dollar area

88.e%
94.0%
e2.1 %
e3.0%

21
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Commerclal PolicY

14.Atitsmeetingonlgand20JulytheCouncildecided,onaproposalfrom
the Commission based on Article rit or the Treaty, that the Ivlember States shall

insert in any bilateral trade agreements made with non-member states the following

clause :

.,WhenobligationswhicharisefromtheTreatyestablishingtheEECand
concern the gradual estahlishment of a common commercial policy make such

action necessary, negotiations shall be undertaken as rapidly as possible with a

view to making any requisite changes in this agreement' "

This procedure is to be applied to all non-member states with which such agreements

a." made. It applies tott, to future agreements and to prolongations, renewals

or alterations of existing agreements.

This Errropean clause is a first move vis-I-vis non-member states to ensure that

a common commercial policy is appliecl in line with the conditions and particulars

contained in the TreatY of Rome.

Relations with non-member countries and non-member or$anizatlons

15. The commission has taken part in the meetings of the council of the Joint

Trade and Inter-European Payments committee, of the Governing Body of the

Productivity Agency of tt " o-Brc, and of a number of working parties of that

organization.

In the complex of work relating to the reorganization of the OEEC the commission,

acting in ciose contact with the Council, has studied the problem connected with

the iarticipation of the Community in the future organization, both from the

legai and jrom the institutional points of view; questions arising from the

colmp"tence of the oECD in the commercial field have also been considered'

At their session of t9 and 20 July the councils, dealing with the question of the

Community,srepresentationinoECD,approvedatextproposedinthereport
of thc Four Wise Men:

,,'l'he signatories of the convention onthe organisation for Economic co-operation

and Development

Have agreed as follows:

t . Representation, in the organisation for Economic cooperation and Developrnetrt,

of the European CommunitLs established by the Treaties of ?aris and Rome of

18 April 1951 and 25 March 1957, shall be determined in accordance with the insti-

tutional provisions of those Treaties.22
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2. The Commissions of the European Economic Community and of the European
Atomic Energy community as well as the High Authority of the European coal
and Steel community shall take part in the work of that organisation.

In witness lvhereof the undersigned Plenipotentiaries, duly empowered, have
appended their signatures to this protocol.

Done in Paris, this ... duy of ..., Nineteen Hundred and Sixty, in the English and
French languages, both texts being equally authentic, in a single copy which shall
be deposited with the depositary Government by whom certified copies will be
communicated to all the Signatories ".

16. The Commission was represented at the twenty-ninth session of the United
Nations Economic and Social council in Nerv york from b to 2LApril 1960.

The Commission has taken part in all the work of the fifteenth session of the
United Nations Economic Commission for Europe in Geneva (20 April to 6 l\tay 1960)
and in the work of its sub-committees.

The Commission of the European Community has negotiated a liaison agreement
with the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees.

Various international organizations, such as the ILo and UNESCO, have taken
part in a number of working parties organized by the commission. M. petrilli,
a Member of the Commission, represented the latter at the forty-fourth session
of the International Labour Organization.

17 . H. E. Ambassador MacCarthy, head of the Australian mission to the Community,
and H. E. Ambassador A. F. Schmidt, head of the Brazilian mission to the com-
munity, handed over their Ietters of credence to the President of the Commission
on 14 June 1960.

H. E. Ambassador G. Raphael having left Brussels, the Government of Israel
has appointed H. E. Ambassador A. Najar to be head of the Israel mission to the
Community.

18. In the course of June, Members of the commission of the EuropeanEconomic
community met senior officials of five countries (united States, canada, New
zeaiand, Australia, Argentina); the exports of these countries are largely or even
mainly agricultural, and they had expressed the desire to discuss with the com-
mission and the Governments of the Member States the proposed agricultural
policy of the Community.

'I'he representatives of the commission availed themselves of thc opportunity
to explain the procedure by which the community's agricultural policy could bL
put into practive. 23
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Initially, the discussion had been planned with only four countries, all members

of GATT. In view of the similarity between the agricultural production of Argentina

and that of these four countries, the Argentine Government desired to be included'

The Commission, for its part, considered. this wish legitimate, since it falls within

the terms of reference of the memoranda and letters exchanged since 1958 between

the countries of Latin America and the Community'

Official vislts

19. M. Arturo Frondizi, President of the Argentine Republic, was received in

Brussels by the Commission of the European Economic Community on 26 June 1960'

The problems of interest to both sides, especially the economic relations between

the European Economic Community and Argentina, were discussed in detail and

with great frankness.

Presid.ent Frondizi laid special emphasis on the political importance of problems

connected with economic development; he gave an expos6 of the situation in Latin

America and in his own country. He pointed out that if the present efforts to

promote the economic development of his country were to succeed, the exports

of agricultural produce to the countries of the Community must be maintained

at a- high level. He drew attention to the importance of keeping the interests

of his C-ountry and of Latin America in general in mind when working out the

Community's external economic relations and in particular its agricultural policy.

president Frondizi furthermore explained that the economic expansion of the

countries of the EEC and of Europe in general would not be helped by a policy

which led, through some of its effects, to a restriction of imports of raw materials

and agricultural produce from other areas and in particular from Latin America.

president Hallstein and the Members of the Commission present welcomed the

atmosphere of frankness in which the discussion had taken place and which in

their eyes was proof of the close links connecting the new rvorld and the old through

a common cultural heritage and the community of political and economic interests'

They explained to their guest the structure and the problems of the EEC and in

partlcular the guiding ideas behind its commercial, agricultural and development

policies. They pointed out that in establishing these ideas the interests of non-

member statei were being constantly borne in mind. That being so, the problems

of Argentina and the other Latin American states would be studied with the greatest

attention in the interest of both sides.

on 20 June, during the official visit to Brussels made by i\[. Ben Gurion, Prime

Nlinister of Israel, President Hallstein had a conversation with the Israeli statgsman.2+



ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL AFFAIRS

Note on economic trends

20. The cconomic situation in the Community and in each of the Nlember States
is the subject every three months of a detailed study prepared. by the commission,s
staff (t). The second quarterly report for 1960 on ,,The economic situation in
the community and the further outlook " was pubrished on 30 June. The com-
mission notes that expansion is continuing in all Member States, thanks in the
main to the steady growth of exports and of fixed investment by enterprises.

Sales by the Community to non-member countries rose in the first quarter of 1g60
by 30o/o in value over those of the first quarter of 1959. While public investment
played a less lively part than in the previous year, fixed investment by enterprises
recorded new advances, as shorvn by the orders booked for capital goods and peimits
for industrial and commercial building.

The growth of private consumption on the other hand was relatively small, and
retail traders evinced some caution in giving fresh orders. Despite this relative
weakness in the demand for established consumer goods and the continued
sluggishness found in coalmining and shipbuilding, industrial output showed a
considerable increase over the corresponding period in 1959. Though there,was
again an advance of. 12o/o in the second quarter, increasing difficllties were some-
times encountered, orving in part to the gradual exhaustion of grorvth reserves.
In the Federal Republic of Germany, existing and recently installed production
capacity is not even being fully utilized, one reason being the increasing tightness
of the ]abour market.

The lack of balance between the availabilities and the consumption of certain
industrial products has so far been reflected largely in lengthening delivery dates;
the increases in price to rvhich this has led have been offset by the fairly pronounced
drop in the prices of foodstuffs. The stability of the general price level has also
been helped by the increased imports from member countries, which have been
more widely spread over the various categories of products. Not only has the advance
in trade between Community countries continued. 

- in the firsi quarter of 1960
it was 37o/o above the first quarter of 1959 - but imports from non-member countries
have increased much more rapidly tha, in the previous year, owing in large part
to the expanded demand f<lr supplies of raw materials.

The seasonal deterioration in the Community's trade balance has as a result been
sharper than last year. Orr the other hancl ihere has been a surplus in the current
balance of payments of all i\Iember States, ancl this has led to a further increase
in the gold and currency reserves held by the official monetary institutions. As
the moncy and capital markets of the various Member States have benefited from

(l) Not available in Engtish. 25



this external liquidity, the tendency for short term credits to rise has not caused

difficulties on the money market.

In this quarterly review the Commission expressed the opinion that the expansion

of the virious factors of demand would probably continue in the months ahead.

The exports of the Community to non-member countries would continue to benefit

from the boom in the industrialized countries and from the increased purchasing

power of the countries in the course of development. The encouraging outlook

ior the future of overall demand, the coming speed-up of the Common l\farket and

the increasing shortage of manpower in certain sectors will produce even greater

advances in fixed investment in all member countries. In addition, traders may

find it advisable to be less cautions in placing orders, owing to the increases in private

consumption which ought, in the next few months, to result from the appreciable

rise in the real income of individuals.

The grorvth in industrial output, which has already been slowing down slightly

from month to month, will still suffer during the second half of the year from

the exhaustion of production capacity and of manpower reserves in some countries,

such as the Federal Republic of Germany and the Netherlands, and in some sectors,

such as the metal-working industry, rvhere demand is experiencing an exceptionally

sharp increase.

The gap between availabilities and consumption may therefore widen in the second

half of the year. The maintainance of stable prices rvould be greatly helped by

a more rapid increase in imports which would lead, in those l\fember States where

the overall gap is most pronounced, to a deterioration in the current balance of

payments; in view of the surpluses at present being shown by these balances,

however, this would be not only acceptable but desirable.

When these surpluses continue, they in fact reduce the rate of expansion that could

be realized throughout the Community without causing inflation, since certain

countries rvill endeavour to meet the difficulties facing them by taking steps to

slow down the grorvth of internal demand. Both in the field of movement of workers

and in the sphere of trade, it ivill be necessary to seize every opportunity for expand-

ing supply offered by the provisions of the Treaty of Rome or otherwise.

Policy on economic trends

21 . The Committee of Experts ou economic trends held its quarterly meeting

on 15 June 1960. The meeting was devoted io an examination of economic develop-

ments in the CommrrnitY.

The Comrnittee also noted a plau for the graphic presentation of certain results

obtained in varions Community countries from enquiries concerning economic

trcnds put to the heads of industrial enterprises. It decided to set up a special

rvorkin[ party to go into the particulars of this plan and to consider the possibilityz6



of inclucling the results in the next quarterly report on the economic situation
in the Community.

22. 'Ihe Committee on policv relating to ecoiromic trends held its second meeting
on 17 June 1960 under the chairmanship of M. Miiller-Armack, Under-Secretary
of State in'the I\tinistrv of Economic Affairs of the Federal Republic of Germany.
The High Authority of the ECSC, which will in future take part in the work of the
committee, w-as represented by I\L Finet, a l\[ember of the High Authority.

The committee dccided unanimously to appoint the following vice-chairmen :

M. Carli, Director-General of the Bank of Italy,

M. Perouse, Directeur du Tr6sor at the French Ministry of Finance,

M. Mertens de wilmars, Head of the Belgian prime Minister's office for economic
co-ordination.

The Committee noted the resolution recently adopted by the European Parliament
on the co-ordination of policies relating to economic irends, a resolution which
conveys parliamentary encouragement for the work of the committee.

Basing itself on a working document prepared by the commission's staff, the
committee examined the appropriate measures of economic policy in the com-
munity and in each nlember State in the light of current economic developments.
The discussions took place in a spirit of great frankness.

The comnrittee noted the report made by the working party for the study of
manpowcr trends and reviewed the proposals on the subject which the Commission
could submit to the Council.

After these recommendations had been put forward by the commission, the
Council agreed at its session of 19 and 20 July that the governments most immediately
concerned (Italy, the Netherlands and the Federal Republic of Germany) and the
Commission should establish contact in order to see what practical effect could
be given to the recommendations, especially to the programme for vocational training
that could be established in connection with the proposals made by the Comnrission.

The Council will examine these proposals again, with special referencc to the human,
economic and financial problems involved, when it knows thc results of the
investigations undertaken by the governments concerned.

Meeting of the Ministers of Finance

23. the Ministers of liinance of the Member States met in Rome on il and t2 July;
the meeting was attended by M. Marjolin, a vice-president of the commission,
and N[. von der Groeben, a Lember of the commission. Among other things,
thc nlinisters reviewed the economic arrd financial situation of the Community, z7
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the problems raised by Member States moving from the r6gime of Article 14 to

that of Article 8 of the IMF, the conditions to be attached to loan issues within
the Member States made by institutions or organs of the Community (issues made

by the European Investment Bank, the High Authority, etc.), the alignment of

legislation on taxation and the measures of financial aid to be included in the

association agreement with Greece.

Energy policy

24. On t5 June the senior civil servants responsible for petroleum problems in

the Member States met in Brussels on the initiative of the Commission. They took

note of a draft questionnaire drawn up by the staff of the Commission, covering

all questions on the import of crude petroleum and petroleum products from

non-member states and also certain questions relating to the expansion of

investment in refineries and petrochemicals.

Development PolicY

25. On 6 and 7 June 1960 the working party on problems of structure and long-term

expansion held its tenth meeting in Brussels. The experts examined the data on

the basis of which an interim report to the Commission is to be prepared. The

discussion was mainly concerned with harmonizing and providing a commentary

upon the provisional results obtained so far.

The working party met again on 6 July to study the draft interim report.

The next meeting, at rvhich the report will be finally drawu up, has been fixed

for 13 September 1960.

26. On 23 and 24 J,ane 1960 the working party of experts on regional policy met

for the fourth time in Brussels.

The working party approved a preliminary report on the major social and economic

regions within the European Economic Community, their boundaries, their internal
structure and their development problems. The report is shortly to be submitted

to the senior civil servants who are responsible for regional policy in their various

countries.

The next meetings of the working party will be devoted to a study of the developmcnt

problems in the various regions. They will bc examined sector by sector.

In addition, it has been decided to set up another working party, to deal with
zB regional statistics.
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THE INTERNAL MARKET

Elimination of customs duties

27 . ln accordance with the provisions and the time-table laid down in the Treaty
of Rome, a reduction of l'0o/o of the customs duties between the Mernber States
of the European Economic Community took place on 1 July 1960.

This was the second normal reduction; not ]ater than 3t December this year a
further reduction of. l0o/o will be made, in accordance with the decisions ou the
speedier implementation of the Treaty taken by representatives of the Member
States, assembled in the Council.

The reduction introduced on the first of July could have been made either across
the board or product by product.

The l\fember States informed the Commission that they rvould not avail themselves
of this product-by-product method for the second reduction of customs duties.

The reduction of customs duties which occurred on 1 July amongst the l\Iember
States was therefore an across-the-board reduction and- so similar to that of
1 January 1959.

For the second reduction of customs duties special conditions again apply to the
Federal Republic of Germany. In reducing customs duties by is"y, ,ild eugrst
1957 to meet developments in the economic situation, Ge.many had already fulfi-lled
over a broad part of the industrial sector its obligations under Article 14 of the
Treaty establishing the European Economic community. The reduction of duties
on t July therefore applied only to the agricultural sector and. to those industrial
headings in the German customs tariff which had been excluded from the aforesaid
reduction of customs duties. In addition, the Federal Republic of Germany
under the Protocol concerning mineral oils and. certain of theii derivatives, whic-h
is attached to the Treaty, and under Articre 17 (4) of. the Treaty, made no reduction
in the customs duties on mineral oils and their derivatives. On the other hanrl,it undertook to suppress these duties entirely vis-i.-vis other Member states not
later than 31 December 1963.

By the decision of 12 May, i\[ember States also have the right, each in its own sphere,
to extend the second reduction to non-member countries, subject to recipiocity
from these states and provided that the reduced duty does not t'att below the duty
fixed by the common externar tariff in conformity with the Treaty.

Elimination of quantitative restrictions national monopolies of a
commercial character

28. The commission has continued its endeavours to solve the problems which
the broadening of trade raises for certain products which in one or several l\Iember 29
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States are subject to monopolies of a commercial character' Particular attention

has been paid to manufactured tobacco goods. considerablc Progress has recently

been registered with regard to the Italian tobacco monopoly; tobacco products

from GJrmany and the Benelux countries are being sold to an increasing extent

in Italy. A iurther stage in the development of the monopoly question has beetl

cleared thanks to the French monopoly having concluded contracts with

industrialists of other countries to the effect that from t July onwards Community

products may be sold in France.

The common external tariff

29. In submitting the common customs tariff to the council for approval on 13 trIay

1960, the commission had pointed out that a number of questions rentained to

be settled before this tariff could be regarded as complete (1). This referred to

the follorving problems :

- Products on List G;

- Customs duties of a fiscal character;

- Specific duties and mixed duties (ad valorem duties with a specific minimum

charge);

- The adjustment of certain duties necessary to establish the internal harmony

of the tariff;

- Special newsprint problems connected with the definition of this tcrrn.

of these problems, those concerning List G have, with the exception of headings

27 .lO, 27 .il, 2t .L2 and 27 .13 B (petroleum products), been the subject of agreements

between Member States signed in Rome on 2 March 1960 (2). Since then the com-

mission, working together with the government experts, has drawn up proposals

for the other unresolved questions except for manufactured tobacco and newsprint'

The Commission has subnittea these proposals to the Council for approval'

The customs duties of a fiscal nature concern coffee (heading 09-01), tea (09-02),

mat6 (09-03), the spices listed under certain headings in chapter 9, the beverages

under tariff positions 22-06 (vermouth'etc.) and22-07 (cider etc.).

The specific or mixed duties apply to certain vegetables of chapter 7 and fruit
of chapter 8 and also to a series of ceramic products, glass and glassware, namely :

a) ceramic prod,ucts.'Bricks and other refractory goods (numbers 69-01 and 69-02),

tableware ind various other articles in faience or porcelain (69-10 to 69-13);

See Bulletin 2-60, ChaPter
See Bulletin 3-60, ChaPter

IlI, Secs, 28 et seq.

III, Secs. 2L and' 22,
(l)
(2)30
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b) glass and glasswar.e.; Cast or rolled glass, unworked, and drarvn or blown glass,surface ground or polished but not further worked (numbers 70-04,70-05and 70-06) ;paving blocks, bricks and other articles of pressed or moulded glass (numb er zo_ldi.
The adjustment of certain duties considered necessary to establish the internalharmony of the tariff, an operation commonry ca[ed ,.harmorrization ,,, 

affectsthe sugars of heading 17-02, and. the morasses of heading 17-03, vinegar (22-10),phosphorus sulphides (28-r5a),-chemically pure sugars other than sucrose (29_48),and the medicaments prepared for retail r"1i ,t "*iin headingi0-03 B II, building
sheets and board of reconstituted wood or fibre (44-tg 

"ra 
as-'0gl and the commonsemis found under the headings 76-02, 76-03, 76-04, 77-02 A, ,,6-03 B, g1_04 D II

-crr-rJrr.
The duty on transmission gear, covered by heading g4-63 but excluding such ofthese items as are used for automobiles, also remains to be fixed.

30' At the meeting on 19 and 20 Jury the council took its decision on the proposarsput.forward by the commission. ihe rates which were fixed will be publishedfor information in the official gazette of the European communities.

31. At the request cif.the Federal Repubric of Germany, which wanted the 30o/oad valorem duty on tobacco that was io be incruded in 
-List 

F to be repraced by aspecific duty of 43 units of account per r00 kgs. net, the commission sent acommunication to the council at the beginning or ;uty. I" thi; the commissionsuggests that the proposed drrty on."* tob"i"o in it" common external tariffbe amended as follows:

- Duty of 30o/o ad valorem with a maximum specific charge of 40 units of accountand minimum charge of 30 units of account per 100 kgs. iet.
At its meeting of tg and 2Q July the council discussed at rength the proposarsput forward by the commission It rvilr return to them again in September.

speedier implementation of the Treaty , rii"t approximatron a; thecommon external tariff

32. The decision on the speedier imprementatio, of the Treaty taken by the re_presentatives of the I\[ember States meeting in the council on"12 NI"y lays downinter alia the general provisions to be observei rvith regard to the first approximationof the national tariffs to the common customs tariff, due to take prace by31 December 1960 at the latest.

These provisions must of course be uniformly appried by the i\{ember States. Thecommission and the government experts wili devise 
" ,nifo.* method for carryingout this alignmcnt, taking into account the principres raid down in the decision. 3t
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Customs system for goods processed in the Community

33.on23JunetheCommissiontookanewdecisioncorrcerningtradebetween
ii" rlr.;u"rttut", in goods processed under a system of suspended d,ties or drarv-

back on duties (finishing t."de;. This decision, which came into effect on t July

1g60, rvas published in the ofRcial gazetle of the communities of 14 July 1960

and replaces the decision taken by lhe commission on t6 December 1958, which

;;pt*i on 30 June 1g60. This decision lays down that fronr the date of the entry

into force of the acceleration in the customs field a customs duty will be applied

inrespectofthevalueorgooa,importedfromnon-nembercountriesforprocessing
in one member country 

"rr"d 
t"t., .rl" in another. The rate of this levy will be 25o/o

of the comrnon customs tariff for these products until 3[ December t96t' It will

be collected in the cou.,t.y in which the processing takes place. and upon it will

a"p"na the issue of a freeiustoms circulation certificate (" DD 1").

Abolition of restrictions on the free supply of services

34. The Commission has given its final approval to the draft general programme

drawn up in accordurr.. ,iith Article 63 oi the Treaty of Rome for the abolition

oftherestrictionsonthefreesupplyofservicesrvithintheCommunity.

The Commission,s proposal is shortly to be forwarded to the Council, which will

issue the general p*gri**" before the end of the first stage of the transition period

but after consultation w'ith the Economic and Social comrnittee and the Europeau

Parliament.

The programme lays down the general conditions and a time-table for liberalization

in respect of each group of services'

COMPETITION

on thg invitation of the commission, the seventh conference on understandings

was held on 16 and 17 Nlarch 1960 and on t7 March there rvas the first meeting

ofexperts"nd,e,ponsiblegovernmentofficialsfromtheMemberStates,atwhich
there was discussion of speclfic understandings' The conference on understandings

served in particular to analyze the results oi a meeting held on 18 February 1960

by a working party on the iroblem of documentation in connection with Article 85

and included a discussion of tfr" reports submitted by the t'arious delegations on

the subject of the procedure to be followed in eliminating obstacles to competition

and abuse of dotttinant positions on the market'

36. The government experts from the Member states on the subject of understand-

ingsmetontlMayl.goousaworkingpartyattachedtotheComnrissionand
examined the questiln of an investigation of the structure of competition in certain

branches of industry.32
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37 ' The Commission was reprensented on the international conference on cartel
legislation which took place in Frankfurt from 7 to 1t June tg60 under the auspicesof the Institute for Foreign and International EconJmic Law of the Univeisityof Frankfurt/Main. The conference dealt with four groups of probrems:
restrictions on competition in the European Communities,"the position of cartel
legislation in relation to the concentration of enterprises, the problems of inter-
national law on cartels and the instruments and limitations of administrative lawin the field of understandings. These probrems were studied by four working
qglies; working party No. I was presided over by the Director Generar in the
EEC commission with responsibility for matters concerning competition.

M. von der Groeben, a Member of the commission, addressed the prenary meetingof the conference on the subject of the European Economic community,s cartel
legislation in the light of the experience gainei in the past two years. president
Hallstein, who was present at the closing session, declared that the rules on
competition contained in lhe EEC Treaty reflected the liberal economic concept
of the common Market and that the geneial spirit underrying the Treaty 

"pp""r"dmore clearly in this field than in any other.

38' Investigations info specific cases brought to the knowledge of the Commission
have continued. In five cases enquiries have been instituted under Article gg in
co-operation with the autorities of the Member States.

standard convention on reciprocal execution of Judrcial decisions

39. Governmental experts from the Member States met in Brussels on fl, 12 and
13 July 1960, at the invitation of the European Economic community, in orderto look into the chances of settling the problems of executing judicial decisions
within the Common Market by means of a standard conventioi on the reciprocal
recog:rition and execution of judicial decisions and other arbitral awards in civil
and commercial matters.

During the meetings, which were of an exproratory character and were presided
over by Professor Btil.ow (Germany), it proved possible to pin-point the most
important questions arising in this field.

As, however, it was not possible to clear up certain specially difficult points which
called for thorough investigation of legislation in the various countries, the
delegations agreed to keep each other informed so that the discussions could. proceed.
Representatives of the Hague Conference on Private International Law and ofthe Benelux Committee on unification of legislation attended the meetings as
observers.

33



Fiscal problems

40. At the Council meeting of 20 and 2t June the representatives of the Govern-

ments of Member States, assembled in the Council, approved the Commission's

proposals for dealing with difficulties in applying Articles 95, 96 and 97 of the

Treaty, which deal with drawbacks in respect of exports and compensatorv charges

in respect of imports (1). In view of the psychological and economic results which

may be caused by changes in the compensatory charges and in the rates of drawback,
the Commission put forward proposals for the adoption of rules calculated to make

it easier to apply these articles in a Community spirit. i\Iember States agreed that
in principle they would not change existing rates without first giving reasons for
the changes proposed. It has been accepted that changes in these rates may be

made only for technical tax reasons and not for purposes connected with economic,

commercial and monetary policy. When a l\Iember State intends to make changes

in the rates, the draft amendments will be submitted to the Commission at least

two months before they are promulgated. A simple, rapid procedure will be worked
out to enable the Commission and the other Member States to examine the reasons

put forward.

Finally, it was agreed to speed up work already in hand by which a common method
would be fixed for calculating drawback and compensatory charges; one advantage

of this would be the simplification of supervision, which is at present difficult
because of the differences in the methods used.

State aids

41 . In a letter adressed to the Member States the Commission has defined the
methods best suited for a thorough study of specific measures of aid as well as

of general aid systems.

At a multilateral meeting held on 28 and 29 June 1960 a study was made, in
collaboration with the government experts, of the tables summarizing the replies

concerning export aids already received from Nlember States by the Commission.

In order to complete and darify these enquiries, the Governments concerned will
furnish the Commission rvith supplementary information. On the basis of the
revised tables the experts will at a subsequent meeting submit their views on the
classification of aids as well as on the programme of work and the method for the
dctailed examination of such aids against the background of the Treaty provisions.

42. The investigation of certain specific types of aid were continued or undertaken,
especially those affecting shipbuilding, the cinematographic industry, motor cars

and agricultural machinery.

34 (l) See Bulletin 4-60, Chapter II, Sec. 45.



43. Following an exchange of letters with the Commission, the German Government
decided to abolish the aid given by the Synthetic Rubber Equalization Fund to
the German industry concerned.

The Commission also_studied trvo aid projects brought to its notice by the French
Government under the provisions of Article 93 (5), and informed the nlember
states of its views on both cases. These concern a bonus for the paper pulp industry
and a draft decree to amend the conditions for the special equipment bonus in certain
conversion areas.

44. The commission. has begun preparatory work for the application of the
provisions contained in Article 42 (rules of competition in the agricultural field).
when proposals have been worked out they *itt t" submitted lor approval by
the council, together with other work being done to execute the pr&lsions ot
Articles 40 and 43 on the definition of a common agricultural policy.

SOCIAL AFFAIRS

Free movement of workers within the Community

45. The commission has made its first proposals concerning the free movement
of workers (Articles 48 and 4g of the Treaty). It has subm-itted these proposals
to the Council with the request that not only the Economic and Social Committee
be consulted on its plan - as required by the Treaty - but the European
Parliament also.

The proposals of the Commission are for a first outline of a Community-wide system
of establishing contact and of 1inking those offering work and those seeking it.
They also aim at giving a certain priority to the community labour market.

46. At its sessions of 1g and 20 Jury, the council agreed to seek the opinions of
the European Parliament and of the Economic and Social committee on the
commission's proposals concerning the free movement of workers. It will examine
the proposals when it has received these opinions.

Employment and manpower problems

47 . The commission has Iaid before the council the report prepared by a working
party on the manpower problems raised by economic developments in the com-
munity (1), as well as the suggestions for recommendations rvhich the Council
should address to the Governments of Italy, the Netherlands and the Federal
Republic of Germany. The committee on policy relating to'economic trends,

(1) See Bulletin 4-60, Chapter II, Sec. 60. 35



whose opinion the commission had requested, expressed itself in favour of these

proposals.

The commission requested that its communication to the council be placed on the

agenda of thc latter's session on t9 and 20 July'

Social security

48. The EEC',s Administrative committee for the Social Security of Nligrant workers

held its t5th session on 26 and 27 April 1960'

The following problems were considered:

- Examination of the draft of the first annual report on the implementation

of Regulations Nos. 3 and 4 of the council of the EEC concerning the social security

of milrant workers (for the period of 19 December 1958 to 3t December 1959)'

- The conditions under which medical care is provided where a worker resides

temporarily in a Member State other than that in which the competent institution

is located.

49. The 16th session of the Administrative committee, which took place on 19

and 20 May 1960, was devoted mainly to unofficial consultations on the guiding

principles to be observed in the preparation of draft regulations on the social security

lf frorrti., and seasonal workers; at the request of and in co-operation with the

commission of the EEC, the technical aspects of these regulations will be taken care

of by the ILO.

Article a (\ of. Regulation No. 3 on the social security of migrant workers provides

that the iegulations to be issued subsequently shall Iay down special provisions

for frontier workers and seasonal workers to define the social security rights of

these two categories.

The Administrative committee further adopted the following two decisions :

- An interpretation of the provisions of Article 17 (1) of Regulation No. 3 under

which sickness benefits are made subject to the condition that the migrant worker

was fit for work when he entered the territory of the state where his neu' job was

located;

- The proof of fitness for work in the case referred to above'

50. on the invitation of the High Authority of the ECSC, the Administrative

committee held its tTth session in Luxembourg from 22 to 24 June 1960.

It dealt mainly with the following problems:

- The interpretation of certain provisions in Regulations Nos' 3 and 4 relating

to the provisions in the legislation of Member States for reduction or suspension
36



of benefits where there is overlapping rvith other social insurance benefits or other
income or during a period of employment;

- The amount of family allowances in certain particular cases.

51 . The experts instructed by the commission to prepare a stud.y on ., -rhe 
main

features of social security in the community countries at the teginning of the
common Market " made a preliminary study of their draft on t3 and la June 1g60.

Industrial safety and hygiene

52. The experts instructed by the commission to prepare a study on ,, Industrial
safety and hygiene in the community countries at the beginning of the common
Market - the present situation and existing regulations', held a working meeting
on 6 and 7 April 1960.

Labour problems

53. on 31 May a score of experts from the Member States considered the
organization of the " Conference on the economic and social consequences of
rationalization and new labour techniques " which will be held in Brussels on the
suggestion of the Executives of the three European communities.

The following points were discussed:

- The aims of the conference;

- The problems to be discussed (selection of a limited number of key problems);

- The exact definition of subjects;

- Working parties to be set up by the conference;

- The most suitable time for the conference, and so on.

study meetings with employers' and workers' organizations

51r. The commission has organized study meetings with trade union and employers,
organizations in the Member States.

The first series of talks has recently ended. It included meetings in paris with
the C.G.T. - Force Ouwidre, the Confdd6ration frangaise des travailleurs chr6tiens;
and the Conf6d6ration gdn6rale des cadres and also tvith the Conseil national du
patronat frangais. These meetings took place between 14 March and 11 June 1g60.

At each of these meetings, M. Petrilli, a Member of the commission, presented an
expos6 of European social problems. 37



This expos6 and the more detailed statements subrnitted by senior officials of

the Commission led to a broad discussion among the participants and enabled

the Commission to explain its work in the social field and to learn the views of leading

personalities in the workers' and employers' associations'

Exchange of Youn$ workers

55. On 28,29 and 30 June the commission called a meeting of experts from the

Member States to examine how, rvithin the common programme stipulated in

Article 50 of the Treaty of Rome, the exchange of young workers could be put into

practice in such . *ry ih"t above all their vocational proficiency would be increased.

The meeting was attended by experts from the six national administrations,

representatiies of the leading organizations concerned, such as the ILO, the ECSC,

the council of Europe and the OEEC, representatives of the European employers'

and workers' organizations and experts representing the associations which are

more directly active in this field in the various countries'

On the basis of a draft worked out by the services concerned, the participants

agreed on the general line of the proposed common ProSramme. This agreement

,uitt t.tp the Commission in submitting concrete proposals to the Member States

for implementing the Programme.

THE COMMON AGRICULTURAL POLICY

56. In their decision of t2 May 1960 on speedier attainment of the aims of the

Treaty, the Representatives of the Governments of Member States, assembled in

the Cluncil, had fixed 30 June as the date for the Commission to deposit its final

proposals on the preparation and implementation of the common agricultural

policy (t).

According to the time-table laid down in this decision, the Council will hold a

first genJral discussion of the proposals before 3t July. Immediately after, it
will sJt up an ad. hoc committee to prepare its decisions on the common agricultural

policy. ihis committee will submit a first report to the Council by 15 October 1960.

57. On 30 June the commission passed its final proposals to the council. In

working out these proposals it had given due weight to the opinion adopted by the

Economic and Social Committee on 6 May 1960 and the debates held in the European

Parliament. (On 30 June 1960 the Economic and Social Committee adopted a com-

plementary opinion concerning the individual problems affecting the various

products.)

(l) A survey of the original proposals, which were submitted to the Council on 7 November 1959,

rvas published in Bulletin 5-59, Chapter I.38



In its final proposars the commission has again outlined the common poricy whichwill have to be applied after the transition period. In addition, it has worked outvery concrete measures for the transition period and has also paid close attentionto social policy in the agricultural field.

58. After careful reflection, the commission has again come to the conclusionthat for most products the_ transition period should 
-not 

normally extend. beyond30 June 1967. This period is consideied sufficient ro, 
"ppryrrg. 

measures whichwould lead up to the stage of the common markbt, arways.upporirg that the other
economic and sociar sectors in the community - a, fui 

"s 
tiriyl*"rt an influence

on agricultural products and outlets - make satisfactory prog."".. towards attainingthe airns of the Treaty. If the commission finds that th;;.6;;; made in the other
economic and social sectors is insufficient, it will propo* tJ tne council that thepreparatory stage of the common agricultural policy be prolonged.

Exceptions to the length of this transition period are made for beef and veal and
IOr wlne.

For beef and veal, the Commission proposes that the transition period should endon 1 January 1964.

Because of the pecuriar conditions that affect wine, 1 January 1g70 is proposed
as the end of the transition period for this item.

59. For trade between Member States, the commission proposes a system of leviesduring the transition period wherever this sytem is to bL used for trade with non_
member countries in the final stage. This system of levies is crosery rinked withthe system of alignment of prices. The tevils are to reprace customs duties and
quotas, and the system of minimum prices will no longei be used.

The slngle market stage

External arranEements

60' In connection with.the conrmon policy subsequent to the transition period,
the commission has made two important .i.,ung", to its earlier proposars :

a) In connection with the import policy for cerears, sugar and dairy products, a,d
b) In connection with the strengthening of support measures for these products
on the internal European market.

As in its earlier proposals, the protection of the internal European market is still
based on a system of import revies, and import certificates may in speciar
circumstances be used to halt further imports. Unter the earlier proposals, import
certificates were to be issued as part of a supply plan which ,uorld-b. drawn up 39



each year. Under the final proposals, all requests for authority to import would

be approved. Only if the level of prices on the European market were threatened

by excessive imports would the issue of import authorizations be suspended.

On the other hand., under the earlier proposals the marketing organizations could

make support purchases during the period immediately preceding the harvest

at a price-5 to tOo/o below the target price (for wheat, as an exception at the end

of thl harvest year, at the ruling target price). The Commission now proposes

that these products could be offered throughout the year to the marketing organiza-

tions at an intervention price to be fixed; this price would be 5 to 7o/o below the

target price.

Commodity Offlces

6f . Contrary to its earlier proposals, the Commission now proposes the establishment

of a European offi.ce for beef and veal, pigmeat, poultry and eggs. Previously

such Offices were suggested only for wheat, coarse grains, dairy products and sugar'

Under the final proposals consultative committees, consisting of representatives

of the organizations concerned, would be established for all products, thus enabling

the Commission to obtain regular information on their views' 
J

Soclal policy and transport policy

62. The Commission has paid particular attention to social policy in agriculture

and to the relationship between agricultural policy and transport policy.

Refore the end of 1960 there will be a conference on the social aspects of agricultural

policy. After this conference the Commission will decide on final proposals to be

submitted to the Council.

A common policy for transport is considered to be necessary, especially in order

to obtain uniformity in the conditions of competition, and this also has rePercussions

on agriculture. 
t

Annual reports

63. 11 order to be able to follow the effects produced on the general situation
in agriculture by the common agricultural policy and to be on firm ground in its
application of this policy, the Commission will draw up an annual report on the

agiiculturat situation in the Community. This report will deal in particular with
the trends of productivity, production prices and means of production.

The Commission also intends to produce every year a table of short-term forecasts

for the market in agricultural products, covering production and imports as well

as consumption, processing and exports. An endeavour will be made to give40
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some indication of future price policy. On the basis of this table and of the annual
report it will be possible to adapt current policy on production and market
organization

Preparatory stage

64. For the transition period the Commission has put forward concrete proposals
on:

a) Alignment of prices,

D) Market organization,

c) Trade within the Community,

d) Trade with non-member countries,

a) The co-ordination of commercial policy,

l) Harmonization of legislation.

Alignment of prices

65. For the crop year 1961 lL962the Commission proposes the following increases
and decreases:

For wheat 
" 

Luxembourg - DM 1.50; Italy - DM 1.-; Germany - DIII l.;
Netherlands + DI\[ 0.50; France + DM l. per 100 kg;

For lodder barley : France + DI\I 1.-; Germany - DM l. per 100 kg;
For maize.' France - DM 1.-; Italy + DM 1. per 100 kg;

For sugar.' Germany - DM 2.-; rtaty -DM 2,-; France + DM 0.50; Nether-
lands * DM 1. per f00 kg.

When it takes its decisions on increases and decreases in prices, the Council will
have at the same time to mle on the principle which will gor".r, alignment of prices
in subsequent crop years. Each year the commission wili makc fresh proiosals
to the council, which will lay down the degree of alignment to be attaincd. In
the years 196411965 and 1g66/1g67 arignment of prices will be completed.

66. Dairy produce. For the alignment of prices of dairy produce the commission
has suggested a minimum table rvhich means that in the ciop year I october 1g63
to 1 october lg64 there can for the first time be a common target price for the
production of milk. Here too, the commission will each year *u*it proposals
on the alignment of prices for dairy produce. 4t
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67. For pigmeat, beel and' aeal, eggs, poultry, aegetabl'es, lruit and wine lhe Com'

mission has not put forward proposals on the alignment of prices. It considers

that this alignment will be brought about automatically by the application of

its proposals for the abolition of all measures hampering trade at the internal

froniieis and by the gradual working out of the common commercial policy towards

non-member states.

Market or$anization

68. In connection with a market organization for the variotts products, the

Commission has worked out the following plans :

For wheat, coarse grains attd sugar :

In tg6t the Commission rvill work out a statute for the European Offices. Attention

will be'paid to the integration of national market organizations in these joint

Offices, and. the Consultative Committees rvill start work during the same year.

Before t January 1963 the Commission rvill submit to the Council a proposal on

the European Funds which are to come into play on 1 July 1963. The Committee

of Directors will be established before I January 1961'

For meat, eggs and Pou'ltrY :

The dates put forward for these products are approximately the same as for wheat,

coarse grains and sugar.

Vegetables and lruit :

'l'he Consultative Committee will start rvork on l March 196{. The information

services required to issue reviews of the market in the various countries will be

co-ordinated from I January 1961. Before I July 1961 the Commission will make

proposals on ,,extra " quality products. These standards rvill apply from

I Jinuary 1962. Before 1 July 1963 the Commission will make proposals on the

standards to be applie<l to produce in categories 7,2, etc... The standards for the

first category will be applied from t July 1964, the standards for the other categories

from ( January 1965. Before t July 1961+ the Commission will make proposals

on the establishment of minimum standards for products rvhich are in general

1ot suitable for classification in several categories of quality. These standards

rvill be applied from I January 1965.

' For uine :

The Cornmittee of Directors and the Consultative Committee rvill start work on

1 March 1g61. Before t January 1963 the Commission will send the Council a

42 proposal on the statute of the Wine Stabilization Fund, which is to be brought
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into use on I July 1963. Ry t July l96t the commission will make a proposal
for the establishment of a register of vineyards. From 1 July 1962 Member siates
rvill be required to send in information on harvests and on the quantities put in
store. This will make it possible to draw up an annual report on the market
situation.

In order to improve production potential, a common classification of the different
varieties of wine will be established. It is intended that before t January 1g63
a list will be prepared of varieties which it shall be forbidden to plant. The
classification is to be completed by 1 January 1g65.

Other measures in this connection will be the eradication of the varieties that are
forbidden, the supervision of wine nurseries and the delimitation of wine-growing
districts.

The rules on the eradication of forbidden varieties will be settled before I January
1964 and the operation will be completed by t January 1g70. Supervision of winl
nurseries will be concerned mainly with the varieties grown and with plant health.
The rules in this connection are to be settled by I January 1g63. The wine-growing
areas rvill be delimited at latest by t .|anuary 1g67. No new vineyards are to be
allowed outside these areas.

various measures will also be taken to improve quality. For example, a joint
set of rules will be dralvn up before I January 1963 for the ireatment and preparation
of rvines.

From the wine year 1962/1963 onwards arrangements will be made to ensure that
part of the harvest is stockpiled in order to stabilize the wine market. This
system of stockpiling can be applied to about l0o/o of the harvest.

Trade inside the Community

69. For lvheat, coarse grains and sugar the commission suggests that the Member
States should take steps to replace customs duties by a system of levies to be applied
from t January 1962. This sytem will be based on ih" diff"r"n.es between the
prices paid in the importing country and those paid in the exporting country.
In order to encourage trade in these products within the Community, there rvill
be some reduction of rates levied inside the Communitv. The levies rvill also be
reduced within the Comnrunity as the steps taken to obtain alignment lead to
reductions in the margin of difference between prices.

Fot dairy produce,l\fember States rvill introdr.rce the system of levies not later than
1 January 1962. After this date the level of these levies will be established in
close relation to the target price for milk. To encourage internal trade there will
be a reduction in the levies. 43



For eggs and. poultry it is intended that the system of levies should be introduced

on t-ianuary lg6t. The levies will be reduced and eventually abolished as

"tigr*""nt 
of'coirse grain prices inside the Community progresses. In addition

to"this levy there will be a small import duty which is later to be abolished'

For pigmeat the system of levies based on the different price levels for pigmeat

in the community wilt be introduced during the years t96t to 1963. From

I January 1964 these levies will be replaced by charges based on the differences

irritre 
"ort 

of feeding, coupled with a customs duty which is also to be gradually

eliminated.

For beef arud aeal, the commission considers that trade can be given complete

freedom before the beginning of 1964. It suggests a speed-up in the abolition

of duties by reducing them by 25o/o each year, beginning on t January 1961'

For aegetables and, lruit lhe quotas are to be abolished when the standards for

quality" come into iorce (see iec. 68 above, " Market organization "), and it will

not be permissible to invoke Article 44 of. theTreaty, which regulates the introduction

of minimum prices. Before I July 1963 the Commission will submit to the Council

common rulei for competition. subsidies to traders and producers must be abolished

before I July 1964.

wines which are graded will be entirely free. The other categories of wine will

come under the trad.ing systems which result from application of the general rules

on the subject containeE in the Treaty. As for France and Italy, these two countries

are to open global quotas of 150,000 hls of named wines with effect from 1960'

These quotas" can be increased each year as the common market progresses and

may be extended to include ordinary table wines'

Trade with non-member countries

70. For wheat, coarse grains, sugar and dairy produce there is to be a system

of levies. These levies *ltt t" relited to the difference between the level of prices

in the importing country and prices on the world market. From t October 1967

they must be the same in all Community countries'

For eggs and poultry there will be a levy on a sliding scale. It is based on the

differences between the prices for coarse grains in the Member States and prices

on the world market. A ieduced duty will at the same time be levied in order to

counterbalance the different conditions of production which do not stem from feeding

costs. From I January 1961 a minimurn import price will also be introduced

as a safeguard. These minimum import prices will be applied jointly. As soon

as the iriport price - including levies and duties - falls below the minimum

import prices, levies will be increased proportionately'

For pigmeat the same principles will apply as for eggs and poultry' except that

up titt-t January lg64 levies will be based on the difference between the price

for pigmeat on tire markets in each country and the world market price.
44



For beel and aeal, the common external tariff is to come into force on t January tg64
at latest. To make it possible to institute a common market on t January 1g64,
a minimum price will be fixed by the various governments from I January 1962
onward; this minimum import price will have to be common from I January tg64
onward. Imports of chilled or frozen meat rvill be subject to a system of import
certificates.

For aegetables and lruit the common extemal tariff will have to be applied from
I January 1967. The standards of quality and packing and the provisions governing
competition which are applied to trade within the Community will be equally
applicable to imported goods.

For uines the common import duty will come into force on 1 January 1g70.

Co-ordination of commerclal policy

71 . On the co-ordination of commercial policy the Commission proposes that from
1961 onward Member States shall :

- Undertake to inform the Commission at an early date of their biiateral and
multilateral trading relations with non-member states and to submit and keep up
to date information on their external trading arrangements;

- Ensure that any future measures affecting external trade in these agricultural
items will not be applied before the Commission and the other Member States
have been consulted;

- Take any necessary measures - such as the inclusion of an EEC clause in bi-
Iateral agreements and agreements affecting these commodities - to ensure that
all obligations relating to the commodities in question shall expire or can be adapted
to fit the requirements of the common agricultural policy;

- Undertake not to bind customs duties or other import charges on the above
items except after consultation with the Commission and the other Member States.

72. At the Council session of 19 and 20 July there was a general discussion on the
new proposals put forward by the Commission. Each of the Ministers in the Council
expounded his Government's views on the broad lines of the common agricultural
policy as contained in these proposals.

The Council decided to forward these nerv proposals to the European Parliament
for information. It decided on the form of an ad hoc committee *hi.h i, to prepare
its decisions, as agreed at the session held on 1,2 May 1960 (t).

This committee will consist of highly qualified representatives from the administra-
tions in the various countries. The names of the persons selected will shortly

(1) See Bulletin 4-60, Chapter II, Sec. I. 15



be forwarded to the secretariat of the Council by the Governments. The chairman

of the committee will be nominated b5, the council at its next session.

The committee is to hold its first meeting on 9 September 1960.

Harmonization of laws

73. For all products the Commission proposes that the existing larvs of iUember

States should be harmonized wherever they contain obstaclcs ivhich hamper the

establishment of a common PolicY.

Pollcy on the structure of a$riculture

74. The Commission proposes to develop a policy on structure in close collaboration

with the Governnrents of Member States. There will also be an Advisory Committee

on structural policy. The Commission also considers that it is necessary to co-

ordiuate the activities of the Fund for the improvement of agricultural structure

with those of the Social Fund and of the Investment Bank. The Fund for
agricultural structure has been planned in a manner which will make this co-

ordination possible.

Further proposals

75. Before 3t December 1960 the Commission will make proposals on the

co-ordination of organizations for marketing rice in the various countries. It
will also prepare proposals on the establishment of a common policy for fats, fish,

tobacco and forestry.

76. As for the Treaty's provisions on competition, the Commission hopes that
it will in the near future be able to submit to the Corrncil a draft regulation based

on Article 42 of. the TreatY.

The harmonization of laws has been the subject of several meetings of government
, experts called by the Commission to examine certain specific problems in connection

with veterinary and plant health legislation and legislation on foodstuffs. The

Commission is continuing to seek solutions to the difficulties facing certain processed

articles which, though not included in Annex II to the Treaty (list of agricultural
products) are directly dependent on basic agricultural products. The Commission

intends in the near future to submit proposals on this subject to the Council.

TRANSPORT

77 . The Council held its 34th session on 27 June in Brussels under the chairmanship
/16 of M. Pierre Gr6goire, the Minister of Transport of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.



At this session, which rvas entirery devoted to transport problems, the council
continued the work begun at an earlier session on the ..grlrtion.to be issued in
implementation of Article 79 (3) of the Treaty; it will deal rvith the abolition of
the discriminatory transport rates and conditions referred to in paragraph 1 of
the said Article.

At this session the Council completed the discussion of the points which had
remained open. An agreement was reached on thc problem or tn" publication
of transport rates and conditions, under which this question is to be linked to the
measures taken under the common transport policy (Articles 74 and 75 of the
Treaty)' In case no regulation on the publication of iransport rates and conditions
has been passed before I July 1g63, the decisions conceining the character, the
form and scope of such publication will be taken under the tJrms of Article 7g (l
and 2) of the Treaty, due account being taken of the fact that they must fit inio
the framework of a common transport policy.

The council has unanimously approved the final wording of the regulation, which
is to be published in the official gazette of the Community (i).

Transport infrastructure in the Community

78 ' No common transport policy is possible without a suitable reorganization
of infrastructure within the Community. The Commission has studied this problem
in close collaboration with the representatives of the Ministries of Transport and
Public Works in the six Member States. Taking into account the conclusions drawn
from these meetings, and in order to ensure that each Member State concerned
will take its decisions on the various projects of which the overall plan is composed,
the Commission on 21 June 1960 adopted general and specific recommendations
which single out certain connections of priority interest.

79. These recommendations were addressed to the Governments and in an
accompanying expos6 the conditions in which the Commission will be able to
contribute to carrying out the various parts of the overall plan are set out. The
expos6 says inter alia that the EEC will endeavour to help the States in their efforts
to reach the objectives indicated by assisting in the required studies and by
encouraging international financing, if necessary through the European Investmeni
Bank, provided the projects submitted fit in with piiorities to 

'be 
laid dorvn i1

conformity with the credit policy of the EIB.

It is in the light of the overall plan which the Bank has approved that the com-
mission will formulate its opinions on the projects for which international financing
is to be used.

(l) See also this Bultetin, Chapter I. 17



The plans may be given their final forrn on suggestions made by the staff of the

Commission, which will be required in particular so to co-ordinate the presentation

of those items from the various countries which are taken into considcration that

they shall have a homogeneity which will present the Commission with the best

basis on which to formulate its views.

80. The railway, road and inland waterways networks have all been developed

to meet the economic necessities of individual states and under the influence of

various factors not concerned with economics. 'Ihe result has been more or less

watertight separation of the national networks, lack of liaison, heterogeneity in

the structure of communications on either side of frontiers, shortcomings in the

links between the great maritime ports and the industrial areas and concentration

of communications on the capitals or certain industrial centres without due regard

to a sound regional policY.

The establishment of the new economic entity formed by the Common Market

means adapting the networks in a way that will make them continuous, homo-

geneous and aUle to do what is required of them. Consideration of the harmonious

i.u"iop*"t t of these networks inevitably means bringing regional policy into

transplrt policy. It would be advisable to deal concurrently rvith infrastrcture

in the regions which are already industrialized and in those which are insufficiently

developed within the CommunitY.

At Community level, it seems that one task for the Commission will be to assist

in co-ordinating, synchronizing and adapting the various plans in the different

states. The most urgent problem is to co-ordinate the elements of the problems

in a way which will produce major Community links' Starting with government

plans alieady drawn up or under study, it may in certain cases be possible to

incorporate changes covering both the trace of the lines and their technical charac-

teristics in a manner that relates them to the new requirements of the Common

Market. In addition, the timing of the action taken by the various states concerned

in implementing the plans for certain connections will need to be synchronized

if these are to be exploited rationatly with a minimum of delay'

For each of the three forms of transport a network has been selected in which as

a start some adaptation would make it possible to establish major Community

links. With this idea as a starting point the Commission has endeavoured to

establish an overall plan to serve as a framework for the action it will take. As

it is not possible to complete at one stroke all the projects which it has been decided

to cover, it has been necessary to look for priorities based on such criteria as the

economic advantages of the links, their value as elements joining one national

network with another, and the amount of progress already made with the studies

and work in hand.48



81. The plans selected affect mainly :

- -Among 
railways : the linking of electrified networks in the various countries

and the electrification of railway lines between major seaports and the main indus-trial areas of the community, and arso the improve*.ni by any other means ofthe capacity of certain lines (doubling of tracki and develoiment of certain mar-
shalling yards);

- Roads: creation of major traffic highways of homogeneous character to give
the closest contact between the differeni Member Statesj

- Inland waterways: improvement of the connections between seaports and their
hinterland, completion of links between the main river basins of tile Community
which would open them up to IWT vessels of the European type and make it possiblle
to use new techniques.

It is for governments to put these schemes through. The commission is prepared
to give all the help it can in the making of studieJand by assisting those concerned
to conclude agreements; it will support international inancing ir help from the
European Investment Bank.

For the execution of these plans governments are being advised by the Commission
to keep to a time-table allowing as far as possible foi completion of the work atthe end of the transition period. It is also intended that ihis first plan shall be
rounded off by a Programme of improvements in the regional infrastructure of
transport, mainly related to the needs of the less developed relions of the Community.
The creation of a network of communications at common Market level is, however,
gnly a first phase of the action to be taken in developing and. modernizing transport.
The extension of vehicle parks and. improved use of available vehicles will later
round off the action taken by the Commission in this fieid.

Further detalls of the recommendatlons

Rallways

82. International co-operation in Europe within this field goes back to the nine_
teenth century, which means that this form of transport is ahead of the othersfrom the European angre. The priorities accepted ty the Rail Infrastructure
Committee include:

1. Electrification of the line paris-Lidge-Cologne.

2. changing the current used and making improvements to the Genoa-Modane_
Chambdry line.

3. Genoa-Marseilles line (changing the current, improvements to the line on
the ltaiian section and electrification of the French section). 49
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4. Electrification of the line of the right bank of the Rhine'

5.ElectrificationofthelineHomburg(Saar)-Ludrvigshafen.

6. Electrification of the North-South line of Germany

Hamburg Hanau

Br"*"rh"*, 
- Hanover G"*lt"d"t

Roads

g3. In this field the Community has benefited from the work done under the

auspices of the united Nations Economic commission for Europe and by the

gro,rp. of the ECMT (European conference of i\linisters of Transport).

Improvements to the following sections of the major road links are being given

priority attention:

Highway E t - section Nice-Savona;

Highway E 13 - section Turin-Chamb6ry;

Highway E 6 - section Rosenheim-Verona;

Highway E 10 - section Brussels-Paris;

Highway E 9 - section Luxembourg-Thionville;

HighwayParis-Luxembourg_sectionLongwy-MontSt.Martin;

Highway E 7L - section Nancy-Karlsruhe;

Highway E 12 - section Metz-Saarbriicken-i\fannheim;

Highway E t0 - section Antwerp-Breda;

Highway E 39 - section Antwerp-Heerlen-Aachen;

HighwayES-sectionAntwerp-Eindhoven-Ven1o-oberhausen;

Highway E 8 - section Amersfoort-Deventer-Oldenzaal-Osnabriick;

Highway E 35 - section Groningen-Bremen;

Highway E 9 - tunnel north of Milan;

Link NancY-I.angres-ChangY.

Inland waterways

84. In this sphere the national administrations are as a rule only at the stage of

50 making studies. consequently it is necessary to recommend a speed-up of these



studies to avoid still greater lack of balance arising betrveen the structure of the
railway and highway networks and the network of inland waterways.
'lhe recommendation on inland rvaterways deal with the following schemes :

- The Rhine-Rh6ne link;

- Improvement of the Scheldt-Rhine link;

- Rhine-Main-Danube link;

- Improvements to the Meuse axis;

- Meuse-Rhine Iink;

- The link from the Po (Adriatic) to Lake Maggiore;

- Work concerning the l\foselle.

85. In order to be able to appry Articre 7b (l) ofthe Treaty on laying down common
rules applicable to international transport, the staff of the Commission has prepared
a basic study covering the main problems rvhich arise in this conniction. 

r----

The commission has put this study before the consultative committee on
Transport, asking in particular for its opinion on the points to be given priority
in laying down these common rules.

The committee is to submit its report to the commission before the end of July.

86. The services of the commission have prepared a paper on the basis of which
consideration can be given to the need arrd ,rg"n.y of carrying out studies of the
cost of transport in each of the six countries. These studies wiould deal primarily
with the costs of infrastructure and would then be co-ordinated at Community levei.
It is planned to set up an ad hoc committee of experts to make a preliminary
examination of the question.

87. on 31 ]\Iay and 1 June the staff of the commission organized a seminary
with the unions of the Internationar rransport workers Fede-ration (ITF). Th;
unions were represented by 22 members from the six States of the iommunity.
Observers from the ECSC and from the permanent Representatives attached to
the communities wcre present. The paperi submitted uy ttre staff of the com_*'::i"i. dealt mainly with poricy governing tariffs, the concepts of ,,service
public " and " Gemeinwirtschaftlichkeit ", on the problem of the publication of
transport rates and the extension of oil pipelines and their effects on other meansof transport. The unions subrnitted 

" p"p.r on social harmonization in the
transport field.

88. on 10, 11 and L2May a group of experts met to draw up a standard nomen-
clature for goods, intended to meet thJ needs of the transport situation. The 5l



meeting was attended not only by experts from the Member States but by observers

from Sivitzerland and from the international organizations concerned.

The deliberations of the experts led to the provisional adoption of main headings

to be included in a joint nomenclature for the three forms of inland transport

(rail, inland rvater and road transport). The delegations undertook to send in

their observations for a final editing of the nomenclature'

There was also a preliminary discussion among the experts concerning application

of the nomenclature. It became evident that for road transport it was particularly

difficult to establish statistics of the tonnages moved by type of goods handled'

The experts expressed the hope that the commission could organize special meetings

to study the methods of recording which could be used in this sector.

Finally, the experts discussed the question of the structure of the nomenclature'

The main prrpor" of this discussion was to make a contribution to the work now

being done ir Geneva at the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe'

A second meeting was held on 22 and 23 June. It was concerned with settling

certain questions which had been left open at the first meeting.

DEVELOPMENT OVERSEAS

89. At its session of 20 and 2t June 1960 the council had an exchange of views

with the Commission on legal and political problems facing the Community as a

result of the independence 
-won 

by the overseas countries and territories listed in

Annex IV to the Treaty of Rome. It was agreed that when an associated country

reaches the state of independence this does not necessarily mean, ipso facto, the

end of its association with the Community. This can be maintained if the country

reaching independence so wishes and if the community raises no objection.

The participation of the overseas countries and territories in the Common Market

cannot, however, continue unless the conditions governing association are adapted

to the new political situation. In the short run, or during the lifetime of the Imple-

menting Co-nvention, this adaptation must not mean making changes in the essential

conteni of the commercial and financial elements in the conditions of association.

Its purpose should be rather to make it possible to bring in the associated countries

when questions of interest to them are being dealt with. A long-term solution

."r, only arise after there has been a discussion at which the points of view of all

parties can be presented and compared in such a way that the solution arrived

at reflects the joint will of all participants'

g0. On 30 June the President of the Commission represented the Commission

in Leopoldviile at the proclamation of the Republic of the congo (the former Belgian

Congoi. While in Afiica President Hallstein also visited Brazzaville at the invita-

tion oi President Fulbert Youlou. The European Commission was also represented
5Z



at Lom6 on 27 April 1960, when thc Republic of Togoland celebrated its indepen-
dence.

91 . A group of students from the countries of the French community and the
cameroon visited the commission of the European Economic community on 22
and 23 June 1960.

These students are all pupils at the Institut des Hautes litudes d'Outre-mer in paris,
whe-re they are spending a period of advanced training or finishing the course of
studies of the former " Ecole Nationale de Ia France d.loutre-mer,,.

D-'llS the two days in Brussels thc students attended a series of lecture-discussions
which put before them the main problems affecting economic development, invest-
ment and industrialization in the associated overseas countries.

92. The staff of the commissron has prepared a study which brings out the part
played by Member States and the Community in the various forms, multilateral,
regionai and bilateral,- assumed by technical co-operation throughout the world
and details the methods and physical distribution of the effort made.

This study was prepared at the request of the ad hoc committee for the study
of preblems of development aid set up last year by the Council.

European Development Fund

93' During July the commission approved. the foflowing sociar projects:

a) In the Sudanese Republlc

Expan-sion of fishing in the Middle Niger, for a provisionar commitment of
151,000 units of account (c. 37 million frs. Cfe;.
ownership of the installations rvilr rest with the Sudanese Republic.

In the economic life of the Sudanese Republic river fishing holds a position as
important as that of cattle. Most of the tutput is exportei in the form of dried
or smoked fish to the coastal states (Ivory Coast and Ghana). The authorities,
anxious to make a more rational and prohtable use of this important source of
wealth, have intervened in various spheres. The project provides for the building
oJ a hydro-biological laboratory at nfopti, of a demonstration centre at Dir6 and
the requisite aquatic equipment, motoi transport and scientific installations.

b) In ttre Federadon of Mall

!:!*u for the campaign against tubercurosis, for a provisionar commitment of
426,000 units of account (c. 105 million frs. CFA).

ownership of the installations set up will rest with the Federation of Mali. 53



The project consists of supplying the federal services for the campaign against

the main endemic diseases wiitr motite equipment for tracking down tuberculosis

and applying systematic treatment. It includes 14 sets of radiographic equipment

*o.,ri"d-o.r1enders, 7 for the Sudanese Republic and 7 for the Republic of Senegal'

c) In the RePubllc of Sene$al

construction of a hospital at St. Louis for a provisional commitment of

4,254,000 units of account (c. 1,050 million frs' CFA)'

Ownership of the hospital will rest with the Republic of Senegal'

The new hospital, with 627 beds, is to replace the present building, which dates

back to the beginning of the 19th century; its age means that the hospital has to

bear correspondingly heavy maintenance charges, and it prevents a rational

modernizatitn of the serviie and of the equipment' The construction of the

new hospital at St. Louis, which will serve both the town and the whole senegal

river area with some 500,000 inhabitants, will complete the country's network

of regional hospitals.

d) In the RePubllc of DahomeY

The purchase of the necessary equipment to fit out building work being done in

connection with public healtir, for i provisional commitment of 87,000 units of

account (c. 2t million frs. CFA).

ownership of the equipment will rest with the Republic of Dahomey.

The project provides for the supply of all equipment needed for the following three

estabtistments: the school for nurses at cotonou, the hospital group at Savalou

and the hospital group at Athi6m6, all of which have received finance from the

European DeveloPment Fund.

e) In the Islamlc Republlc of Mauretania

An increase of 1,496,000 units of account (c. 369 million frs. cFA) in the provisional

commitment for the school construction ProSramme approved on 25 January 1960,

with a commitment at that time of 1,100,000 units of account'

f ) In the RePubllc of Chad

construction of health centres for a provisional commitment of 1,864,000 units

of account (c. 460 million frs' CFA).

Ownership of the centres will rest with the Republic of Chad'

'fhe project constitutes a continuation of the proSramme accepted by the Fund

for payment from the 1958 tranche. The rebuilding of health centres in the project

oppiorr"a earlier affected mainly the central region of Chad, but the work to be54'



done under this project rvill be mainly in the southern regions; it covers the building
or rebuilding of 65 dispensaries, hospitar wards, maternity clinics, etc., in the followl
ing areas: Middle shari, Salamat, Batha, Kanem, ouaaaai, Guera, Fort Lamy,
Charibaguirni, Logone, Mayo-Kobbi.

The financing of these six projects, for a totar provisionar commitment of
8,278,000 units of account, has been undertaken uy itre European Development
Fund, which rests on the contributions made 

"u.ry 
y"", by the Member States

of the European Economic Community.

94. In addition to the information already given in tsulletin 4-60, it should be
noted that in May and June 1960 the following financing conventions were signed :

- Financing convention with the Republic of Niger, for an cconomic project
with a provisional commitment of 4,b09,000 units oiaccount (t);

- Financing convention with Netherlands Nerv Guinea, for three social projects
with a provisional commitment of 7,2118,000 units of account (2);

- Financing convention with the Sudanese Republic, for four social projects with
a total provisional commitment of 32j,000 units of account (3).

(I) See Bulletin l-60, Chapter II, Sec. 55.
(2) See Bulletin l-60, chapter II, Sec. 65. - Bulletin 2-60, chapter III, Sec. 58. - Bulletin

3-60, Chapter II, Sec. 68.
(3) See Bulletin 5-59, Chapter II, Sec. 38. 55
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POLITICAL SITUATION
OF THE ASSOCIATED OVERSEAS COUNTRIES

AND TERRITORIDS

(l) The Federation of Mali (combining senegal and the Sudanese Republic) requested that

under Article Zg of the French Constiiution the powers reserved to this Constitution should

be transferred to the Institutions of the Community. This transfer rvas made in respect of

senegal and the sudanese Republic, and powers were then handed back to the Federation of

Mali,- which thereby obtained international sovereignty' The independence of Mali was

proclaimed on 20 June 1960.

iz1 rr"r" the procedure was different from that adopted in Mali, the states forming the " conseil

de l,Entente ,' do not form a political union, so they put forward separate requests for the transfer

of powers which enabled them to acquire independence'

(B) Date of union of Somaliland under Italian Trusteeship and British Somaliland : 26 July 1960'

I July 1960

l) Senegal 1 Federation
2) Sudan I of Mali (l)
3) Guinea

4) Mauritania

6) Ivory Coast )
6) Dahomey' ( rConseil de

7) Niger ( l'Entente t (2)

8) Upper Volta /
9) Middle Congo

t0) Ubangi-Shari

Territories

1) Chad
2) Gaboon
3) St. Pierre and l\{iquelon
4) Comoro ArchiPelago

15) Madagascar
16) French Somali Coast
I?) New Caledonia
18) French Settlements in

Oceania
19) Southern and Antarctic

Territories
20) Togoland
2l) Cameroon

22) Belgian Congo
23) Ruanda Urundi
24) Italian Somaliland (3)

25) Netherlands New Guinea

Form and date of constitution

Republic (24.1.1959)

Republic (23.1.1959)

Republic (2.10.1958)

Islamic Republic of }lauritania
(22.3. r959)

Republic (4.I2.I958)
Republic (4.12.1958)
Republic (25.2.1959)
Republic (11.12.1958)
Republic of Congo (28.11.1958)

Central African Republic (1.12.1958)

Republic (28.11.1958)

Republic (28.11.1958)
Status quo
do
Republic of Madagascar (29.4.1959)

Status quo
do

do

do
Republic (27.10.1958)
Republic (1.1.1960)

Republic
Status quo
Republic
Status quo

Date of
independence

)

| (r)

2 October
1958

l96l

August 1960

August 1960

August 1960

August 1960

August 1960

August 1960

August 1960

August 1960

26 June 1960

_

ZZ aprif fOOO

I January
1960

30 June 1960

I July 1960
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OPERATIONS OF THE

FOR THE OVERSEAS

EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENT FUND

COUNTRIES AND TERRITORIES

Financing approved - Situation on 30 June 1960

(in thousands ol units ol account)

countries and rerritorics I Plojgcts I r"*^, amn,nr I ",,i#*:ll.;;;it; I Total amount I authorizations
1958 and 1969

Belgian Congo
Ruanda Urundi

Cameroon
Central Africa
Comores
Congo
Ivory Coast
French Somali Coast
Dahomey
Gaboon
Upper Volta
Madagascar
Mauritania
Niger
New Caledonia
Polynesia
Senegal
Sudan
Chad
Togoland

Somaliland (under
Italian Trusteeship)

Netherlands Nerv Guinea

6,554
I ,886

3,300
1,886

Total

l3

5

3

I
I
4
I
4

3

5
12

J
o

4
I
I
7

5

5

67

8,440

4, 788
7t0
8l

457
3, 486

742
990

1,0t8
2,250

n,605
t,947
7 ,290

273
295

4,922
603

6,203
660

4,788
7t0

81
457

3,486
742
990

r ,018
2,290
8,639
1,s47
5,633

273
295

4,922
603

5,858
660
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7

6, r86

48,260 42,392

I 1,950 t,126

3 7 ,4t8 4,267

84 66,068 62,970



ADI\{INISTRATIVE AFFAIRS

Statute of servlce

95. At its session of 20 and 21 June 1960 the Council of the European Economic

community, rvorking in conjunction with the commission, continued its work

on the statute for the staff of the Comrnunities, using as its basis the draft statute

rvorked out by the chairman of the committee of Permanent Representatives

in accordance with the ternts of reference given them by the Council at its session

of 9 and 10 March 1960'

At the end of these deliberations the Council instructed the Committee of Permanent

Represcntatives to complete the working out of certain provisions in the statute

before opening the procedure by rvhich the other institutions concerned are to

be consuited. The questions of the unit of account in which the schedule of salaries

is to be expressed was raised jointly with the question of the unit of account to

be used for the budget.

Budget questions

The unlt of account

96. At the same nleeting the Council of the European Economic Community

exanrined the problem of the currency in which the budgets and the schedule of

salaries arc to be expressed. It was decided to pass examination of this point to

the_Committee of Permauent Representatives.

Financlal rePuladon

g7. The examinatiol of the draft financial regulation provided for in Article 209

(a and c) of the Treaty, which deals ivith the establishment and implementation

of tt " budget of the 
'Ertop"u, 

Economic Community and the responsibility of

pay-commissioners and accorrntants, was postponcd by the council for its next

meeting.

Control commisslon

98. 'Ihe Coulcil of the European Econontic Contmutrity appointed I\I' Eduard Sina,

Director of the Federal Au<lit Office of the Federal Republic of Germany, as a member

of the Control Commission to replace the late I\[. Peter Heck for the remainder

of his period of office, i.e. until 3t May 1965.

BRIEF STATISTICAL NOTES

The expansion of imports from non-member countries in 1959

gg. The foreign trade statistics for 1959 published below shorv that for the main

items of world trade which come primarily from non-member countries in the
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course of development there has been a sometimes considerable increase in imports
by the European Economic Community.

The figures given in the table show that there has been no shifting of demand to
the disadvantage of sources of supply outside the Common 1\Iarket. The fluctua-
tions that appear would seem to be due to developments in the business cycle and
to the competition exerted by substitutes, regardless of their geographical origin.
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EEC - Imports of selected commodltles - 1958 and 1959

(l) For bananas total imports increased by 0.A!o, for hides and skins by 14.2/s; these figures, however, have not yet been broken down

by country of origin.
(2) Independent countries onlY.

Sourcc : Statistical Office of the European Communities.
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lll. lnstitutions and Organs

A. THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

The European Parliament met in prenary session in Strasbourg from 27 Juneto I July 1960.

The President of the Parliament, M. Furler, made two statements, one concerning
the Institutions and the other on the subject of European elections.

President Furler stated that a delegation from the parliament had on 20 Junemet the Representatives of the Governments assembled at Brussels for the seision
of the councils of Euratom and the European Economic community held on that
date; the purpose of the delegation was to hear the views of the depresentatives
of Governments on the Parliament's resolution of 15 January 1g60 concerning the
European District and the seat of the parliament.

M. Eugdne Schaus, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
and President in office of the Council of the European Econormic Community]
reminded the delegation that the Governments were to take a decision on the
seat of the Institutions before March 1g62. A unilateral decision by the parliament
on its own seat or a seat for the secretariat could prejudice the principle for a joint
seat. President Schaus also stated that on the European District the point of view
of the Governments closely resembled the point of view expressed by M. Kopf,
a member of the European Parliament.

The_ statement by President Furrer and the text of the declaration made by
M. schaus to the delegation from the European parliament were passed to thl
Committee on Political Affairs. After a proposal had been made by this Committee
and had been debated, the Parliament adopted the following resolution :

" The Assembly,

Recalling its resolution of 15 January tg60;

Regretting that the Governments have not accepted proposals made by the
Assembly in the resolution referred to above;

Finds that in the circumstances point g of the resolution of 15 January tg60 is
now applicable and that the Assembly is empowered to fix the place where it will
hold its sessions and committee meetings and where it will establish its secretariat
offices, without this decision being able to prejudice the later decision by govern-
ments on a joint seat;

Instructs the committees on Political Affairs and the Budget to report on the
most suitable solution for this problem. " 6l



President Furler also informed the House that on 20 June a delegation of the

European Parliament had submitted to the Council of the European Communities

the draft convention concerning election of the Parliament by direct universal

suffrage and a certain number of resolutions which, together rvith the draft, form

the complete set of texts concerning the European elections'

After debating the matter the Parliament adopted a resolution on the preparation

of public opin-ion for European elections by direct universal suffrage, in which it :

" Requests its bureau to make available to the services in the department of the

secreLriat responsible for Parliamentary documentation and information all the

means required to prepare public opinion in the six States for European elections

by direct universal suffrage, and

Instructs its bureau to ensure wide dissemination of the draft convention and of

the declaration of intention, together with the relevant report made by the Com-

mittee on Political Affairs and Institutional Questions' "

on 28 June 1960 the President of the European commission presented the Third

Generai Report on the activities of the Community. The speech in which President

Hallstein introduced the general debate on the report included a statement of the

commission's support for a single Executive serving the three communities.

Already, Professoi Hallstein said, the three Communities were one, they were but

different branches of one and the same unit. That there were several Executives

was a fortuitous fact of history ; the competences that overlap or conflict

must be replaced by the single competence of a single Institution in order

to guarantee homogeneity and internal logic in the expression of the Community's

wiliand unity in its action. The Commission of the European Economic Community

did not ptopot" that the substance of the Treaties be revised, but it did suggest

placing tie administration of the three Treaties in the hands of a single Commission.

Referring to the problem of relations with the associated overseas countries attaining

independ'ence, President Hallstein stated that while awaiting the expiry of the

Impiementing Convention and the establishment of new relations between the

associated countries and the Community, one solution which would be both prag-

matic and legally defensible, would be not to look on the change-over as an event

which cut the bonds of association but to maintain the relationship on the basis

of the present situation if and as long as those concerned so wished. The newly

independent territories could either establish direct relations with the Community

or continue to have themselves represented by their former mother countries'

Maintenance of the association relationship rvould of cotlrse include maintenance

of the relationship to the Development Fund.

In the general debate which followed this statement (t) thc spokesmeu of the three

political groups expressed their approval of the Third General Report and of the

statement made by President Hallstein.

62 (I) See Chapter III, Sec' l.



on behalf of the community, i\I. Mansholt, a vice-President of the commission,
and I![. von der Groeben, a member of the commission, replied to the three
spokesmen.

In connection with the presentation of the Third General Report by the President
of the commission, the President in office of the council, M. Eugdne Schaus, rvhose
period of office expired on 30 June, also made a statement to the European
Parliament on the activities of the councils during his period of office.

The Parliament also heard a statement from M. Lehmans, who presented the
report of the Energy Committee concerning the co-ordination of energy policies.
The three Executives took part in the debate rvhich followed the opening statement
by M. Lehmans. At the close of the discussion the Parliament, by unanimons
vote except for one abstention, adopted a resolution containing the folloiving:

" The Assembly,

considers that although there is no reference to a conlmon energy policy in
the Treaty, there cannot be economic integration in the community without such
a policy;

Stresses that the role which the consumption of energy appears in the light
of experience to play in raising the standard of living is so important that it behoves
all concerned to spare no effort in the endeavour to ensure that the Community
shall have cheap, ample and assured supplies of energy;

Urges the need for long-term consideration by the Inter-Executives Committee
of ways and means of co-ordinating the practical measures to be taken in the field
of energy policy;

Believes that the outcome of these broad deliberations must not be awaited
before proposals are made on energy measures, the need for which is proven by the
continuing crisis in Europe's coalfields;

Requests that the indispensable steps to harmonize the conditions of competition
between the community's coal and all other forms of energy shall be taken as
rapidly as possible;

Stresses the need for a common comrnercial policy rvhich covers not only the
fixing of duties and quotas but seeks to establish relations betlveen the Community
and the authorities rvhich control tl.re sources of supply, rvhether public or private;

Requests that wherever the Executives have not sufficient powers of decision
to ensure a co-ordinated energy policy, Governments shall not delay in reaching
agreed decisions on all matters for which they are competent, and 63



lnstructs its Committee on Energy Policy to follow the development of energy

problems and to keep the Parliameut informed so that it can state its views as

rapidly as possible on the results of current deliberations. "

The Parliament heard. the report by NI. Geiger on the European University. At
the end of the debate in which the views of the Commissions were given by M. Hirsch,
president of the Euratom Commission, and I\[. Petrilli, a Nlember of the Commission

of the European Economic Community, the Parliament adopted a resolution in

which it:

,,Approves the report on the form of the European University and on the

r.port of the Interim Committee, submitted in June 1960 by the Committee on

Scientific and Technical Research, and hopes that the principles contained in this

Committee report will be taken as the basis for organizing the European University;

Considers that the proposals of the Interim Committee for the European

University can be taken at least as a starting point for the organization of that

University;

Deplores that the Council of Ministers at its session of 20 June 1960 was not

yef able to reach an agreed decision on the organization of the European

University;

Hopes that at their next session the Councils will at last take a positive

decision based on the proposal put forward by the Interim Committee in paragraph 73

of its report, so that the European University may oPen its doors as intended in

autumn 1961;

Submits, in connection with the report of the Interim Committee and in line

with the report drawn up by the Parliamentary Committee on Scientific and

Technical Research, the following comments which appear to be of a special im-

portance and which should be kept in mind by those drafting the convention:

j.. The proposal that the European University is not to be " a complete university "
can only be accepted for the transition period. The objective must be to have

aII disciplines represented and to enable students whose university education is

not yet finished at home to continue their studies at this university.

2. If it is to live up to its name and to what is expected of it by the European

Parliament, the European University must not, even during this formative period,

be merely an institute of European affairs in which there is only room for applied

sciences. The various departments must include fundamental research.
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1r. The European University must be given a statute guaranteeing its autonomy
and complete freedom of teaching and research

10. The budgets of the European Council for Higher Education and Research
must be drawn up and approved in the same way as the brrdget for the common
European institutions. "
The President of the European parliament informed the House of the replies
received up to 30 June to the invitation sent to the Parliaments of the o,o.ri"".
countries and territories for a conference with the European parlianrentarians
in spring 1961.

M. Senghor, President of the Federar parriament of Mali, has already notified
President Furler of his agreement. In the course of the session M. iorniglion-
I\Iolinier, a member of the Parliament, announced the agreement of the parlia_
ments of the Ivory coast, Dahomey, Niger and the Republic of volta.

Jolnt meettng of the members of the consultative Assembly of the council
of Europe and of the members of the European parliament

Members of the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe and the members
of the European Parliament held a joint meeting on 24 and.25 june, with M. Furler
and M. Federspiel presiding. If. Gaetano Martino, a member of the European
Parliament, presented a report on the activities of the European parliament.

The Presidents of the Executives of the European Comrnunities took part in this
meeting.

President Hallstein made a statement in the course of which he stated that it
was generally agreed that the interests of European trade were better served if
questions of principle gave way temporarily to practical questions. The resolution
passed by the committee of rrventy-one on 10 June showed with special clarity,
he said, that the debates of yesterday had. been replaced by realism. The tweniy
States and the Commission were agreed :

That the European conversations had broadened into Atlantic conversations
and that as a result all decisions had to be taken in accord with their American
and Canadian friends;

That the talks between the Six and the Seven must be open to other interested
parties as well;

That all solutions of specifically European problems must respect the rules of
GATT and take account of the interests of the non-member countries;

That practical steps must be taken to secure and. extend the traditional pattern
of trade; 65



That effective preparation for the fifth round of tariff negotiations in GATT

could make its contribution to this end;

'Ihat discussion of the long-term aspects of these problems was not excluded,

but that in the existing state of affairs negotiations on the point did not seem

opportune.

M. Hallstein was glad to note the trend of public opinion and also of leading circles

in European statei outside the Community towards a serious study of the problem

of full membership in the Community of the Six'

B. THE COUNCIL

On 20 June the Councils of the three Communities received a delegation from

the Parliament, led bY M. Furler.

M. Furler handed to the Councils on behalf of the Parliament the draft convention

concerning election of the Parliament by direct universal suffrage as well as a certain

number of resolutions in this connection adopted by the Parliament. M. Furler

pointed out that the Parliament had thus carried out the duty incumbent on it
under Articles 108, 2l and 138 respectively of the Treaties of Euratom, of the

ECSC and the EEC.

M. Euggne Schaus, President of the Councils, assured the delegation that the

Councils would examine the draft convention with all the attention it deserved.

On 20 and 2t June the Council of the EEC held its 33rd session under the chairman-

ship of M. Eugdne Schaus, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg.

The Council examined the report prepared by the Interim Committee for the

European University and discussed certain aspects of this report. The Council

agreed to return to this subject at its next session, but in order to avoid any delay

it instructed the Interim Committee to make with the Italian authorities the first

contacts necessary for establishing the University at Florence, the city provisionally

choses as its seat.

' The Council continued. its work on the statute for the staff serving the Community,

using as a basis the draft worked out by the Conrmittee of Permanent Representa-

tives in accordance with the instructions given by the Councils at their session

of g and 10 March. The Council instructed the Committee of Permanent Representa-

tives to finalize certain of the provisions before initiating the procedure for consulta-

tion of the other institutions.

The Council discussed with the two Commissiorrs and the High Authority the

66 question of participation by the Communities in the OECD'



The Council had an exchange of views with the Commission on problems raised
by the adaptation to the changing political situation in the overseas countries
and territories of the form in which these are associated with the Community.
It will examine this matter further at its next session.

The Council appointed M. Eduard Sina, Director of the Audit Office of the Federal
Republic of Germany, to be a memhr of the control commission in place of the
late M. Peter Heck.

'fhe Representatives of the Governments of Member States, assembled in the
Council, discussed the proposals put forward by the Commission on the application
of Articles 95 and 97 of the Treaty. Agreement was reached that any State consider-
ing changes in the rates of drawback on exports or in compensatory charges on
imports would hold prior consultations with the others (1).

The council of the EEC held its 34th session in Brussels on 27 June, under the
chairmanship of 1!I. Pierre Gr6goire, Minister of rransport of the Grand Duchy
of Luxembourg.

The Council, acting on a proposal of the Cornmission and after consultation of the
Economic and social committee, laid down the rules required by Article 7g (3)
concerning the abolition of discrimination in the rates and conditions of transport.
These rules forbid any discrimination which consists in the application by a carrier,
in respect of the same goods conveyed in the same circumstances, of transport
rates and conditions which differ on the ground of the country of origin or destination
of the goods carried. To enable the Commission to check the conditions applied
and to discover possible forms of discrimination, every consignment nrust be covered
by a document showing the relevant facts.

These rules lay down that if by I July 1963 publication of the rates and conditions
of transport has not been regulated under Article 74 as required by Article 7b,
decisions will be taken within the limits and conditions laid down in Article 79
(1 and 3) concerning the nature, form and scale of publication, together with any
other relevant provisions, due account being taken of the fact that they will in
each case have to fit into the common transport policy.

The above rules will come into force twenty days after publication in the official
gazette of the Communities.

The Council met on 19 and 20 July for its 35th session, with M. J.[I.A.H. Luns,
Netherlands Minister of Foreign Affairs, in the chair.

The Council discussed a statement made by the Commission on the present state
of the negotiations with Greece and stressed the importance it attaches to the
conclusion of an agreement r+'ith the Greek Government (2).

(l) Seo Chapter II, S 40. (fiscal problems)
(2) See Chapter II, S 3. 67



(r)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

The Council dealt with the Commission's proposals concerning certain rates of duty
fixed on 13 February 1960 in the light of the duties decided on for certain tariff
headings in List G. In vierv of the undertakings given on 13 February 1960 the
Council also dealt rvith certain alterations to ad valorem duties, coupling them with
a minimum specific charge (1).

The Council made a preliminary examination of the Commission's proposals on
changes in the rate for raw tobaccos contained in List F annexed to the Treaty (2).

The Council held a preliminary general discussion on the new proposals put forward
by the Commission for the shaping and the application of the common agricultural
policy. It settled the form of the Special Committee which is to prepare its
decisions. This Committee, for rvhich a chairman will be appointed at the next
session of the Council, will hold its first meeting on 9 September 1960 (3).

The Council noted the Commission's proposals for solving certain problems caused

by cyclical developments in the manpo\r'er field (4).

The Council, having before it the Commission's proposals on the free movement
of workers, decided to seek the opinion of the European Parliament and the
Economic and Social Committee (5).

The Council, having further examined the question of representation in OECD,
the new organization to replace OEEC, adopted the text suggested in the report
of the Four Wise Men (6).

It was agreed that the six Member States, when signing the Convention establishing

OECD, would do so in their own names and as members of the European Com-

munities.

The EEC and Euratom Councils continued their discussion of the proposals made

by the Interim Comrnittee for the European University. As their deliberations
did not lead to an agreed formula, the Councils decided that the proposals should

be further studied by the Committee of Permanent Representatives in close co-

operation with 1\[. Flirsch, President of the Euratom Commission and chairman
of the Interim Comnfttee, and that the discussion rvould be continued at the next
session.

The Ministers of Foreign Affairs took the opportunity provided by their attendance

at the Council session to examine the third interim report submitted by the ad hoc

See Chapter iI, S 29 and foll.
See Chapter II, S 31.
See Chapter Ii, S 55.
See Chapter II, $ 46.
See Chapter II, S 64.
See Chapter II, S 15.68



committee examining the problems of aid to countries in the course of develop-
ment (1).

C. THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE

The Economic and Social committee held its tenth plenary session on 2g, 29 and
30 June, with I\[. De Staercke in the chair. The commiitee adopted a comple-
mentary opinion on the proposals put forrvard by the EEC Commission on the subject
of the common agricultural policy; this opinion concerns the section dealing with -
products.

This opinion rvas adopted after the Commission had decided on the revised
proposals to be put before the Council; the Comnrission rvill bring it to the Council's
attention.

Various sections of the Committee met during June :

The Section for non-wage-earning Activities and Services held its second rneeting
on 27 .|une. It discussed the draft general programme for abolition of restrictioni
on freedom of establishment which the Comrnission has submitted to the Council,
and it appointed a working party to examine the proposals.

On 29 June the Section for Economic Questions held its sixth meeting in Brussels.
It also discussed briefly the draft general programme for the abolition of restrictions
on freedom of establishment.

The Transport Section held its fifth meeting on 30 June and discussed the Com-
mission's memorandum on discrimination in the field of rates and conditions for
the transport of goods not covered by the provisions of Article 79 (l), rvhich had
been submitted by the Commission for an opinion.

D. THE MONETARY COMI\TITTEE

The nfonetary committee met on 21 June with i\t. van Lennep in the chair. It
continued its investigation on the financial and monetary situation of Member
States and its studies on methods of influencing the liquidity of banks.

The committee met again on 8 and 9 July under the chairmanship of M. van Lennep.
It exarnined the recent developments in the monetary and financial situation of
nlember States, particularly in the Federal Republic of Germany.

D. THE CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORT

On 7 and 8 June the Consultative Committee on Transport held its sixth session
in Brussels under the chairmanship of M. J. Vrebos.

(l) See Chapter II, S 88. 69



The Commission requestecl the Committee to give an opinion on the priorities

to be established in implementing Article 75 (l.a), which deals with the common

rules to be laid down for international transport.

A list of certain priorities was drawn up and approved at the next meeting, which

was held on 15 July.
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